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FOREWORD

This report in book-form is the second result of the "Administrative Arrangement on
the Physical and Housing Project in Indonesia" between the Government of Indonesia
and the Government of The Netherlands concerning Physical Planning Project,
for which West-Java has been used for a regional planning project.
The Government of Indonesia is represented by the Directorate General of Housing,
Building, Planning and Urban Development of the Department of Public Works and
Electric Power, while the Government of the Neth~lands is r.epresented by the
Directorate for International Technical Aid (D.T.H.) of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.
So the Government of The Netherlands has twice se'nt a team of experts. The first
an exmission consisted of Mr.P.L. van Steenveldt and Drs.L.J.Giebels, the 'former
r
official and the latter an official of the , H.yks Planologische Dienst ".
With the aid of the staff members of the Directorate of City and Regiahal Planning
·
they have produced a Development Plan for West- Java.
The second mission consisted of Ir.D.Delver, Chief Director of Public Works of the
Municipality of Apeldoorn, and Drs.L.J.Giebeis who was also a member of the first
mission. The team got the good services of Ir.Chris Rozestraten also an official
of the Ryks Planologische Dienst. The time given to this second mission was only three
months, namely from the middle of January up to the middle of April 1973.
The main task of this second mission was at the geginning to establish a training for
regional officials in physical planning, based on "learning by practising". Considering
the urgent need, however, at the beginning ·of March 1973 the team was asked beside
their main task to try to compose a plan having a strategic character based on. the
results of the training. The contribution in giving their considerations should be·valued
by taking into account the time the mission had available.
Through this book it is to be hoped that we have become more aware, efpecially those
concerned, of the .imp-ortance of planning.· Particularly in connection with the very
rapid physical development of'the· c'it}r' of ·jakarti, a good planning is needed as an
effort to give directives 'a~fpr~ventjqns agains~ .. anyundesirable consequences created
.. .. ··- ·
by that development.
..... ' ·.. .

. . . . i: ; .

~

:

This book ha~ been published in Indonesian and in E~glish with the purpose to be used
by the Local ~overnments and also in ord~r to be und~rstood by those who want to
· ·' : - ~
study and COfltribute some possibilities.
•'
...

It is to be hoped that this book can be of some benefit in solving problems occuring in
the planning region, particularly for planners in the Province' of West-Java and D.K.I.
Jakarta.
Finally, on behalf of the Directorate General of Housing, Building, Planning and Urban
Development of the Department of Public Works and Electric Power, we convey our
appreaciation for the team of composers,especially for the team of Dutch Experts who
have given their invaluable contribution. We extend our thanks to .all agencies as well
as individuals for their assistance so that this book could be published.

Jakarta,

April 1973

The Director General of Housing, Building, Planning and Urban Development
Department of Public Works and

( Ir. Rachmat Wiradisuria )

The Team of Composers consists of

Experts from the D.T.H., The Netherlands
Drs. L.J. Giebels - Final Editor
Ir. D. Delver

Consultant of the Directorate of City and Regional Planning
E. Suparman
Assistant in the Team
Ir. Chris Rozestraten
Staff - members of the Directorate of City and Regional Planning, Directorate
General of Housing, Building, Planning and Urban Development, Department
of Public Works and Electric Power :
lr. Soedadi
lr. Indra Samiarsa
lr. Sjarif Nurdjaman
Ir. Hendropranoto Suselo
Drs. Sardjono
Drs. Bemfi Pasaribu
Drs. Mudakir

The arrangement and production within the Directorate of City and Regional
Planning has been assisted by :

*

The Reproduction Section, m charge of the printing under the guidance
of Ir. Budisantoso

*

The Studio, in charge of the drawing of maps, diagrams, etc. , under
the guidance of Mr. Sukiwa.

*

The Secretariate, in charge of the typing, with Mr. Dalilham Enda as
the principal.
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CHAPTER I.

INTRODUCTIO N

Sect:.on 1.

The Scope of the Report

The physical growth of cities doe~ not stop at d1eir acinir>istrative bou,··daries.
Like in other t:apitals all over the world, the physical expansion of jak··rta too
has crossed its boundaries and has occupied its surroundings.
Since there is no effective metropolitan plan or metrop·1!ita~ pianning, ! his
expansion shows a disorderly scattering uf ki!.mpongs and industries.
The team mentioned in the Foreward, has got the task together with the local
and provincial plann:ng agencies cur.cerr.ed, to exanine first of al'..
in which places in the metropolitan arr..:a the further· growth of population and
activities could be settled i'1 a feasible way.
Secondly based on the results of this investigation,' an answer should be given to
the question : what is the ultimate abc;orption capacity of the metropolitan area ?
It will be clear that this answer is of the most importance, since the absorption
capacity has to .be confronted with the estimation of the population-growth of
the metropolitan area in the future.
Thirdly, objectives will be formulated supporting the general goal of a proper
physical development of the metropolitan area ; in these proposals the own
character and aspirations of the regions Will be taken into consideration.
It has to be
plan for the
be not more
The contents

emphasized, that this report will not result in a definite physical
metropolitan area, ready for implementation. This report wants to
than a first step in the preparation of such a plan.
of the report are as follows :

Chapter

deals with the way of working.

Chapter II

gives the determination of the problems.

Chapter III

descr :bes the relevant socio-economic data of the planning area
a.Pd gives an estimation of its population-growth.

Chapter IV

analyses the relevant technical data of the area.

Chapter

v

Chapter VI

deals with
existing concepts conceming the metropolitan area
and gives standards for urban landuse.
presents a (stlll tentative) model, consisting of alternatives fo>: the
physical development of th~ metropolitan area.

Chapter VII will at last give conclusions, that can already
be derived from
the model, and recommendations to follow up those conclusions.

Section 2.

Cooperation
agenctes

Procedure.

Since several authorities are in,·olved in the future of the metropolitan area of
Jakarta, a working-method has been chosen, which gnran::ees a maximum of
cooperation of the concerning planning agencies, i.e. the " Bappemka " of the
kabupa~em around jakarta, included the "Bappemko " of the municipality
of Bogor, the "Bappemda" of the province of 'Nest-Java and the " B.P.P."

- 3-

training program

planning team

of DKI- Jakarta (for explanation of the names, see next section) ; after some
weeks of preparation at the Directorate of City and Regional Planning, the dis·
cussions with the concerning agencies have taken place in two stages.
In February a training-week was held, during which the team instructed the
members of the Bappemkas and Bappemko about the aim of the planning and
about the necessary data. In that week planning-experts of B.P.P. -Jakarta also
explained the masterplan of DKI Jakarta and its implications in the surroundings.
During the second working-week in March the results of the "Home-work " of
the Bappemkas and Bappemko were discussed and instruction was given for further
planning work. Next to that, experts of the Bappemda West Java and of B.P.P. • jakarta gave their opinion of the physical development of the metropolitan area.
At last the text of the tmal report was dtscussed, chapter by chapter m continuous meetings of the team.
It has to be mentioned that for the whole program of preparation, training,
collecting and processing data, discussion and reporting only three months were
available from mid January until mid April 1973. The final production ofthis
English edition took one month longer.
In appendix I. a summary of the training-program and a list of participants
are inserted.

Section 3.

underlying plans

Ba si c

M a t er ia1

Although a metropolitan plan for Jakarta and surroundings. does not actually
exist, there are some plans which cover the plannmg area, or part of it.
Two of them underlie this report
1. The (revised) masterplan Jakarta 1965-1985.

Since this is an officially approved plan, (decree of the municipal council
3 May '67) its implications have generally been taken as data.

of

2. The Development Plan West Java, 1970, (Dutch title "Ontwikkelingsplan
West Java 1970").
This not official plan, the only one of the kind that exists for West Java, was
drafted in 1970 by a team of experts of the Directorate of City and Regional
Planning and of the dutch Directorate of International Technical Aid (D.T.H.).
The main lines of this plan have been taken into account.
Next to those, another two plans have to be mentioned, as they have been
taken into consideration in this report :
- a draft for a metropolitan regional plan by the Directorate of City and Regional Planning of 1965, English summary published in 1967 (Publikasi 14), of
which some general aspects are still actualities.
- a draft for a Development Plan surrounding Jakarta by Bappemda West java,
which is still in a preparatory stage.

Figure 1
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contributions

sources

A second source of information consisted of the contributions of the Bappemkas
and Bappemko. Taking into account the rather short time there was available,
they had given impressive contributions.
Next to them the Directorate was very helpful in collecting data and drawing
maps.
The further sources, which were used will be mentioned in the text. However
two of them have to be explicitely mentioned.
We have found a treasure of indispensable data and commentaries on several
I A (Dec. 1972) and I B (Febr. 1973),
subjects in the "Preliminary Reports",
of the "Planned Community Development LTD", (in further quotations abbreviated
as P.C.D.), connected to the Project Urban Development Study of the Directorate
General in cooperation with DKI.
Also very useful, especially in methodological sence, has been a operational study
on modern planning methods, applied to West Java, by a Netherlands university
group, in cooperation with I.T.B. Bandung, entitled : "Setting a Regional Development of West Java". (Dutch title : "Een eerste aanzet tot een Regionale
Ontwikkeling van West Java", Stutiy group Jakarta, T.H. Delft- April 1972).
Studying the contents of the report, one has to consider the handicap of lack
of available data. Besides there are often contradictions between different sources
on the some ~ubject.
Section 4.

Administrative organization and legislation m the field of physical
planning .

Administrative organization

position and tasks of
the planning agenc1es

Since planning is a relatively new discipline in Indonesia, the embodiment of it
into the governmental organization is not yet definite, especially in the provincial
and local level. The existing planning agencies in the provinces for instance are
not uniform in their task, form and relation to the executive body.
In this paragraph explanation will be given of the existing position and tasks of
the planning agencies concerned with the physical planning of Jakarta and its
surroundings.
To make it better understandable a scheme is presented,• showing the position of
the planning-agencies m the administrative organization
(figure 1).
There are three levels m the governmental system of Indonesia.

national level

The Central Government, where the President· is the Chief of the executive
body. He is assisted by departmental and non-departmental bodies.
The three bodies concerned with planning activities are :
- BAPPENAS I). the National Development and Planning Board, which has among
others the tasks to regionalize the National Development Plan. One of the divisions
of this Planning Board is the Regional and Provincial Planning Division, which is
mainly concerned with the physical aspects of the planning. 2 >
1.

I)

BAPPENAS : Hadan

Perencan~~n

Pembangunan Nasional

2) The coordination between the Physical Planning Division of Bappenas and the Directorate of City and
Regional Planning is guaranteed since ir. Radinal Moochtar has a leading position in both.

Figure 2
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- 7- Department of Home Affairs, which among others has a coordinative function
with regard to the provincial and local government
- Department of Public Works and Power with the Directorate General of Housing,
Building, Planning and Urban Development, which sub<;>rdinates the Directorate of
City and Regional Planning.
The main task of this Directorate is to create a well ordered physical development
of cities and regions over the whole country, emphasizing the national interests
but with due observance of the inter-regional approach.
provincial level

2. The second level is the provincial' government, headed b~ the Governor. In
planning matters the Governor is assisted by the BAPPEMDA, the provincial Development and Planning Agency, in West java and by the B.P.P. the mu!licipal
Development and Planning Agency, in jakarta- DKI. 3)
The BAPPEMDA of West java, which in its present form has been working since
1972, has the following main tasks :
a. Formulating the long term, medium term and annual regional development plan
of the province, which is a
- fulfillment of the national development plan and a guidance for the development
plans of the lower-level regions, kabupatens and kotamadyas.
- guidance for the decisions in the development process, especially in formulating
the provincial development budget.
- basic information and education all tool on behalf of the participation and initiatives of the people.
b. Coordination; supervision and evaluation of the development activities m the
province based on the development plans.
The internal
elements :

organization-struc~·re

of BAPPEMPA (figure 2) consists of three

a. a board with a chairman and executive- chairman
b. a team of experts, giving advice, ideas and methods, mainly composed
members of the ITB - Bandung.
c. a staff, according to the main aspects of planning, divided into :
a
a
a
a

social division
economic division
physical division
division for data-collecting and survey

Besides a secretariate serves the administration, the finance and the logistics.

3) BAPPEMDA
B.P.P.
D.K.I.

Badan Perencanaan Pembangunan Daerah
Badan Perencanaan Pembangunan
Daerah Khusus lbu kota (Special Distticr of the Capital)

of

Figure- 3

BASIC AGRARIAN

LAW

article 14.
Taking into consideration the provmons laid down in Art. 2
paras (2) and (3), Art. 9, par. (2) and Art. 10, paras (1) and (2),
the Government in the framework of Indonesian Socialism, shall
draw up a general plan concerning reservation, approprtatton and
use of the earth, water and air space and the natural riches contained therein :
( 1).

a. for the needs of the state;
b. for religious and other sacred needs in line with the principles
of the Belief in the One, Supreme God ;
c. for the needs of centres of livelihood, as social, cultural .and
other branches of we-lfare;
d. for the needs of developing agricultural production, cattle breeding and fisheries and other similar under takings ;
e. for the needs of developing industries, transmigration and mining.
(2). Based on the general scheme mentioned in paragraph ( 1) of
this Article and considering the regulations concerned, the Regional
Governments shall regulate the reservation, appropriation and use of
the earth, water and air space for their region's in line with conditions in the respective regions.
(3) The Regional Government Regulations as meant in paragraph
(2) of this Article shall come into force after having been sanctioned as for First Level Region by the Presiden, for the second Level
Region by the Governor Head of the Region concerned and for
the Third Level Region by the Bupati (Regent) Walikota (Mayor)
of the Region concerned.

- 9 local level

3. The third level are the Kabupatens (regencies) and Kotamadyas (municipalities).
In the third level planning agencies have also been established, the
BAPPEMKA and BAPPEMKO. 4)
They operate as staff-departments of the heads of the local executive, the
Bupati (regent ) and Walikot:J !mayor).
Their tasks will become analogous to those of the BAPPEMDA.
v Planning Legislation m Indonesia

Stadsvormings
Ordonnantie
Stbl. 1948

Stadsvormings
Verordening
Stbl. 1949

drafts for new
regulations

other regulations
in force

Concerning planning. especially physical planning, there is in Indonesia one
regulation under the name of· "The Town Planning Ordinance 1948 ", which
was announced in the Gazette No. 168/1948, and is now still in force,
however, very rarely practised. In accordance with its title the Town Planning
Ordinance 1948 contains rules to ensure judicious town planning, particularly
for the purpose of rapid and efficient reconstruction of "War-clemaged territory. "
Pursuant to the Town and Planning Ordinance there is a Regulation called
the "Town Planning Regulation ", which was announced in the Gazette
No. 40/1949, and is obviously sti~l in force now. v
The Town Planning Regulation contains stipulations concerning the implemenv tation of the rules in the Town Planning Ordinance 1948. ~
v Conditions in Indonesia have changed very much since 1948 especially m
towns, so that the Town Planning Ordinance does not suit any more, and
it is deemed necessary to replace it. In 1968 The Directorate of City and
v Regional Planning tackled th1s problem .thy holding a workshop.
In early 1969 a Committee was appointed, who succeeded in drawing up a
draft regulation called " Basic Provisions for City Development ".
The final draft was presented to the Minister of Public Works at the end of
1970.
The Minister presented it, without alterations, to the President in early 1972.
The same Committee mentioned above got another assignment in 1972, namely
to draw up a regulation draft for comprehensive Regional and National Planning.
The Committee was able to present the drafr to the Director ot the Directorate of City and Regional Planning at the end of 1972.
It has bee-n intended to discuss this draft in workshops .to be attended by
a limited number of experts starting at the end of May 197 3.
It is thought wise also to mention here that, although not directly connected
with planning but certainly having something to do with development, the
Local (Kabupatens and Kotamadyas) Governments usually have the following
regulations :
a.

A Building By law

b.

A Nuisance Regulation derived from the Nuisance Act. 1926.

4)

BAPPEMKA

Badan Perencanaan Pembangunan Kahupaten

BAPPEMKO

Badan Perencanaan Pembangunan Kotamadya

- 11·.Finally it is very importan t .to mention here that every planner. should b~ acquain-twith the Basic Agrarian Law. ('Law No. 5 of 1960 ) 'and .itS implementing
ed
regulations, especially the Act No. 20i1961 concerning the ·Expropriation oftitl~s.
Figure 3 shows the importan t article 14 of 'the Basic.· Agrarian Law.

Section 5. P l a n n i n g

Method

In this report a framework will be given of the method of Process Planning.
This method connects Problem Solving to Goal Setting in a systematic way.
Process Planning
to derive strategies

eight demands
for planning work

Process Planning means that the problems to be determined and analysed, will be
b~ought into a cyclical process of. planning .work, to enable the agencies concerned,
to deriv'e every year ( or five years ) the best possible strategies {·or parts thereof)
to be presented to the politicians who have to cope with the problems.
A good feed-back relation between the planning agencies, and the politicians asks
certain de~ands for the work as well as for the presenting of proposals for
planned development and for further planning· work.
Those demands ·are

steps
issues

- The .work
politicians
.
- Sufficient
stating of

should be able to be checked by the planners themselves and by the
( demand of explicit stating of working steps ).
'

relevant issues will have to be taken .into account ( demand for explicit
those issues and their relative ii:nportance ):

decision points

- TJle opportun ity to take effective decisi,ons ·at ·relevant moments. should be
made clear ( demand for clearance· of part of the development that can be
infl~enced· and strategic point therein).

efficiency

- In. the work and in the proposals the ~est use should· be made . of available.
available knowledge and data (demand for
m~npower' tim~ and budget ~d
~fficiency ) .

effectiveness

o(

- Within stated border ·conditions the short term proposals should support goals
for longer term in the best possible way ( demand of effectiveness ):

---: Th.~. last include~ that short term targets should be in accordance with chosen
objectives for medium term, and that a set of objectives should not be in
accordance between
contradiction witl). long term goals (demand .for accordance or no contradicgoal levels
tion).
competitive
weighing

flexibility

- Competting objectives for a same term should be decided upon, by taking into
account stated effects on different -groups of the population ·concerned (demand
for logical and social weighing).
- According to the reliability of available knowledge and data and the lacks
therein, sufficient flexibility should be provided and taken into account, when
feasible alternative developments and programs ( demand for
choosing
flexibility· in strategies for planning and development ).

-
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'recess planning tries to fulfill these demands systematically.
The problem that is given to the team of planners must first be stated in such
a way that it can be handled properly ( determination of the problem ).
Then the problem should be roughly analysed with a view to the possible policies
that may try to solve it. The problem usually comes from the behaviour of
people who try to cope with unfulfilled needs.
Basic Needs
underly problems

The problems crop up as certain phenomena. The causes underlying
these problems are the basic needs and wishes of the people inside or outside the area
where the problems arise.
A checklist of basic needs for the country may be helpful

m analysing the pro-

blem.
planning cycle

The problem is brought into the cycle of the planning process, that: ideally consists
of the following stages S) ( see figure 4a and b )

1.

set of gcals

co~ponent:>

Go a 1

Setting.

Concerning cases relevant co the planning for the actiVIties and the environment
of the population, a set of goals for. a long term is stated, based on relevant
publications and new insights.
A check list of basic needs may be helpfuL
The issues concern the following components : population development ( growth
and composition), employment, food supply, housing, services, communication and
transport, natural environment (with resources) and also administration.
GeHeral objectives may already be stated, partly derived from the goals.

2. Analysis of the area as system
pnmary area

secondary areas

In VlCW

t~c:3.b

of the

The primary a~·ea is determined where the problem is located. The area should be
big enough to include most of the important relations between the elements (parts
of the mentio;,,~d components) that are more or less changing in the area. (Jakarta
region).
Detailed data are collected about those ekmt:nts and relations, in view of the goal
setting ( to be relevant to the problem ) and analysed.
Bigger secondary areas are determined as related to the smaller primarv one (Wesl.
Java, the Island of java, Indonesia). Rough data are collected for those and
analysed on their impact for the primary area.
Rough evaluation of the data can be done il} view of the goals. It should be
determined which variabk elements car. be iilfluenced and which cannot by
existing and new meas•1res, directly or indirectly.
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3. Constructing alternatives and choices
sets of objectives
effects for people.

criteria and
standards
flexibility

Sets of objectives for medium term (198 5) concerning the elements and relations
of the components, are stated to generate interesting alternatives, which give most
information about the possible developments. in the area. Quantification as far as
possible.
Evaluation is done in view of the goals, taking into account effects on the
medium term for different groups of the population.
Indications will be given for the best choices, to be done. Criteria and standards
will be stated therefore. Sufficient flexibility for future development has to be
taken into account, when the objectives and standards are determined or assessed.
The less reliable data are available, the more flexibility will be needed in the best
alternative to be chosen.

4. Programming of projects
derived targets

variants

Relevant targets for the short term ( about 5 years ) are stated to be derived from
the alternative development choice for the primary area, and targets for other areas
can be proposed so far as they will also support the objectives for the development of the primary area. Implementation of the targets has to be programmed in projects.
A flexible programming can be obtained by providing variants that give the same
effective support to the chosen alternatives.
5. Evaluation of results.

result of policy

feed back

The results of the planning work should be evaluated, also the result of the
planning policy over a certain period, and the effects of the projects that have
been done. Implementation of the targets has to be programmed in projects.
From this evaluation new planning work will come up ( feed back to goal
setting, analysis, alternatives), new projects will be programmed and projects being
done will have to be adjusted or changed.

5) For a more detailed description of this method and its application to West Java please refer to :
"Een eerste aanzet tot een Regionale Ontwikkeling van West Java", T.H. Delft- April 1972, of which the
Province of West Java prepares in Indonesian and an English edition.
The first chapters of the English edition ("Setting a Regional Development of West Java"), in which the
method and the use of a proposed checklist of basic needs is introduced, were presented to officials of
the planning agencies in the working-week in March, as background to a questionnaire on needs, goals,
objectives and targets.
The concerning chapters, a summary of this 'green report' which results in an alternative concept for West
Java, and some promising results of the questionnaire. can be found in a seperate appendix
Recording Ja-Bo-Ta-Bek Planning-work, 1973, DTKD.

Chapter II
Determination
Of The Problem

-- 11CHAPTER. II.

DETERMINATION OF THE PROBLEM

Summary
urbanization

migration
to urban areas
push - factor
from rural areas

social pull - factor

This chapter describes first the problem of the urbanization ·in java as a general
phenomenon.
Most of the cities and towns of java are still young. Many of them have rather
artificially risen from colonial interests, which have given them a somewh_at uni _.
form ou tl oo k.
The -urbanization rate of Java is still moderate: approximately· 18% of -the population are living in cities and towns which look hke enlarged villages· rttlJer thll1l
urban centres. But the urban growth is twice as fast as the n.l.l"al growth, which
indicates a steady migration from the rural towards the urban areas.
The lack of employment in the primary sector (agriculture) causes, a strong pushfactor. But this does not find a complementary pull factor in the sense of
demand of labourforce in the urban areas, because a labour intensiv!! industrialization is absent. The effect is, that many migrants· fly into the tertiary sector
of trade, services and transport, which are characterized by a ~structural overem ~
ployment.
In the meantime powerful social pull-factors are working from the towns, but
still more from the cities, because the poor villager hopes to find there ~ new
and better way of life.
The second section deals with the expansion of Jakarta.

1mage of the
capital city

economic fly-wheel

ineffective growth
regional inequity

Because Jakarta has become the symbol of the unity and independence of the
nation since 1945, it has got a predominating role in the urbanization which it
did not possess hefore.
.
This is reflected in the very fast growth of the city : , from 600.000 in 1945
up to almost 5 million now ! But jakarta has grown by leaps and .hounds,,
because it was several times the refuge of people who had to flee from the
countryside because of unrest and insecurity.
The predominance of jakarta is most of all economic. The economic life of
Indonesia is - it can be said - concentrated in the political cen~re en 'the
nation, Jakarta. And, because .a big part of recent investments have been realized
in jakarta, a fly-wheel is wo.rkin&·· that ~il.l·stimuiate a 'furthe~ growth of J~kar
ta's economic predominancl, if ·no measures are taken. Also in social and. cultural sense Jakarta and the jakartan are dominating urban life in Indonesia. ~oth
have ~come the model of urhan. development elsewhere ·
Despite the important role of jaka{ta until now as_ "'a window to the world",
the costs of further expansion are going to exceed the benefits. "The biased
concentration of economic and social urbanization causes discriminallion of the
other region-s and cities. Moreover· the much too tflst ~owth of Jakarta .. causes
increasing disadvantages for the city itself.
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scattered extensions

goal setting

Meanwhile the expansion of lakarta has not stopped at its administrativ~ .boul\daries. The surroundings are abo becoming urbanized. But since there .is npt
any planning of the scattered extensions in these surroundings, tqe · dtawbacks
may be more serious here.
The third section gives against the background of a global goal setting, th~ general
objectives, which are peeded to control the urbanization in general a~d the _expansion of Jakarta in particular.
The general objectives, which will be pointc;:d out, are
- family planning, for economic and social reasons.
- rural development, by intensification of the agrarian production as wen as by
mechanical processing of the agrarian products in the villages.
- transmigration from Java to other islands, but also "internal " transmigration
to the areas along the south-coast of Java.
- industrialization with emphasis on labour intensive manufactUring.
- decentralization by development of a pattern of cities and towns, which can
operate as "countermagnets" against Jakarta.
- deconcentration by a, model for the whole metropolitan area of Jakarta, whicil
in fact is the very purpose of the report.

Section 1.

Urbanization

Urbanization is a complex process.
definition

three aspects

A5 working-definition we can use : Urbanization is the process of concentration

of population and activities in and round multifunctional centres on which most
of the people mainly depend for their housing, employment, services and comm~
nication.
In this definition one can find three aspects of urbanization : a physical, aljl economic and a social one.
Physical urbanization
Urbanization as a physical phenomenon consists of concentration of population
around concentrations of functions (commercial, administrative, religious, educational; etc.).
This physical urbanization can be found in the history of practically all countries,
when they have reached a certain level of cultural deVelopment.
like the still
In Indonesia's old history there were also urban centres, such
existing .Y ogya, and the disappeared cities of Mataram and Banten.

colonial period

The " natural " process of physical urbanization has considerably been influenced
by colonial effects_
From the beginning of the colonial period commercial and administrative interests
of Europeans determined the rise and further growth of urban centres.
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insecurity

That means that mat~y urban centres are not the result of long autonomo us
processes of development, but their growth has been, it could be said "artificially",
·
imposed by a foreign colonial regime.
but also smaller towns
Bandung,
,
Surabaya
Jakarta,
like
.Some of these localities,
too like Tegal, Sukabumi, were able to acquire the more independent status of
"gemeente" in the early part of this century, a status which continues under
the name of " Kotamadya '' (municipality).
This suggests a certain tparallel with the urban emancipation of the European
burghers in mediaeval towns and cities in Europe. The emancipation in Java was,
however, determined solely by the number of Europeans in the places. So Sukabumi for instance, has still the status of "urban municipality", whilst a place like
Tasikmalaya, which has meanwhile grown much larger does not.
The urbanization as ~eneral physical phenomenon is still from recent date.
In 1930 only 7,5% 1) of the total population of Indonesia lived in cities and
towns.
The urban growth become faster after world war II, mainly caused by the push
factor of the insecurity in the rural areas.
In 1961 15% of the Indonesian populat10n hved m cltles and towns.
We will further follow the urban growth in Java ( including Madura ).

Table I. Urban and rural population of Java in 1961 and 1971

-------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- ------1961- 1971
1971

1 96 1

Pop.

X

Pop.

1.000

X

1.000

%

Absolute
1.000

X

%

Java urban (excl.jakar ta)

6.900

11,0

9.153

12

2.252

32,6

JAKARTA

2.907

4,6

4.576

6

1.669

57,4

java urban total
java rural

9.807

15,6

18

3.921

41,0

53.186

84,4

13,729
62.375

82

9.189

17,3

Java urban & rural

62.993

100,0

76.104

100

13.110

21,0

Sources :

1961 Population Census, C.B.S., Serie S.Pl.
1971 Population Census, C.B.s.,· Serie 8 No. 1.

The share of the urban population of Java increased during the 10 years from
15,6% up to 18 %. Notifiable is the increasing share of Jakarta in the urban
population, which we will further discuss in the next Section.
Also the second city of Java, Surabaya, had a strong population increase, like
Jakarta, of about 5% ( 1.007.945 in 1961, 1.556.255 in 1971 ).
Compared with the population in western countries (where often up to 70%
consist of urban population) and with many developing countries the urban
share in the populatio n of Java is still moderate : 18 %. However, the growth
rate of the urban areas, even excluding Jakarta, is almost twice the growth rate

1) Urban Areas in Indonesia, Pauline Dublin Milone, 1966.

conclusion

high densities

intensification

extensification

of the rur:t1 :,,·e,,.. Be:>ides it has to be taken into acc!'llmt that only the populati·Jn of J,( kocac•a~.'ij as and of the capitals of kabupatens has been considered
as urb::m. Tlt<~t means tl>at the urbanization in the smaller towns and in the kecamatans around the cities, (which, as we will !:ee, is going on especially around Jakarta), has not been calculated.
Anyway the conclusion could be drawn, that there is a steady stream of migrants
from the rural towards the urban areas.
Still talking about the physical aspects of the urbanization, the high density, especially of the cities, has to be mentioned. Densities of 100 or more persons
per ha, within the cities, are normal. High densities are phenomena, that can
also be seen in cities of earlier urbanized countries. But in Indonesia this happens, although multi-storey dwellings are far and few between and most people
live in detached houses; - which gives to the towns a more qual than urban
picture.
It is noticeable that in spite of the increase of urban population the built-up
surface of many cities and towns have hardly been extended since 1945. In
fact this increase has been made possible by a heavy intensification of the
already existing urban area.
We can probably find a reflection of this intensification in the higher number
of persons per household in urban area than in rural areas. 2) So the average
size of the households in rural areas of West Java was in 1971, 4,5, in West
java urban areas 5,3, and in jakarta 5,4. The morphologic result of this intensification are mainly the irregular kampongs in and close to the cities.
It is worth mentioning this intensification. In the future, if income rises and the
come a need of extensifidemand in housing increases, there will probably
cation; partly by sanitation of overcrowded irregular kampongs, partly· by decrease
of the number of persons per household.

Economic Urbanization.
transition

The most important factor in the economic urbanization is the transition from
a mainly agrarian economy towards an industrialized economy. That means a
shifting in employment and income from the primary sector (agricultmo::) towards
the secondary sector (manufacturing, con~;truction etc.). This transitinn ·,;~,ras in
western countries usually attended with phy$ical urbanization, becaus:! the much
more intensive use of land by industry caused a concentration of population
near the ind,Jstrial areas.
Based on -what is called- the industri.al revolution, the economy of tbe developed countries shows nowadays a second transition, towards the tertiary sector.
That means that the economic growth, due to the technologically industrial deve·lopment (automation), has given the bc.sis of a broad differentation .'. ir; commercial, cultural, educational, medical, arlmb::·trative and recreational services, where
a great part of the labour force finds new jobs.

2) The Census has actually counted the number of persons per kitchen.

Figure
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push by lack of
rural employment

no pull by
urban industry

The French economist Fourastie has e::;titnated that in the de~oped countries
as effect of these tr.ansitions, m 2000 only 5 % of the labour fbrce will still
work in the primary and 20% in the secondary sector. Indont>:sia is 'still in the
socio-economic transition stage. A heavy !>ush fnm the rural areas in the direction of the urban areas, can be seen since the primary sector, the agriculture, especially in Java, does not possess absorption capacity anymore for
new employment. The average size of a small-:-holder's land for rice (the main
crop) from wh1ch a family has to make a living, is estimated at 0,6 ha, while
it is considered that an area of at least 1 ha. of sawah or 2 ha. of ladang is
necessary for a reasonable income. Unlike in Europe, where during the agrarian
crises at the end of the 19th century, the industries in the urban centres just
asked for labour force, the push-factor from the rural areas in Java does not
find a complementary pull-factor in the urban areas, in the sense of a demand
of industrial labour force.
Figure 5 shows, that not only in the rural areas, but also in the urban areas,
.a rather small part finds work in the secondary sector (manufacturing, construction and public utilities).
As could be expected, in the rural areas agriculture is the main sector. Noticeable is the fact, that even in the rural areas the tertiary sector is twice the
secondary sector, while in the urban areas the greater part of the labour force
find work in the tertiary sector.

overemployment
in tertiary sector

disguised
unemployment

conclusion

It could be noticed that the urban areas have jumped over the first trans1t10n
period (mentioned above) into the second one and that they have already reached the situation is expected by Fourastie for the western world in 2000 !
In fact this high rate disguises large overemployment: the overemployment of
the services, the overemployment in trade (hawkers), the overemployment in
transport (becaks).
Apart from this overemployment, there is a great disguised unemployment, not
officially registered.
Only about 30 % of the total population belongs to the official labour force,
consisting of 4 5 % of the total male and 15 % of the total female population.
That is a very low percentage in comparison with the potential labour fo~ce, that
can be estimated at least 35 % of the total population.
So, the conclusion has to be, that the push factor towards urbanization, caused
by the unemployment in the rural areas, actually does not find a real complement in a pull-factor, consisting of demand for labour force. Nevertheless these
push-factors are working and lead to migration into the cities, because the acute
need that many people meet in their villages, support their hope. that they will
find better opportunities in the city.
Social Urbanization
In the last sentence we touched in fact the social aspects of the urbanization. Although we do not know much about the social aspects of the urbanization in
Indonesia the impression exists that, like a generation ago in Europe, the cities
in the developing countries today possess great attractive, social and cultural
power.
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expectations
of the people

Because of the mL 'ti-functional character of the city, many people expect there
a great lot of opportunities for work and career, which they cannot find in their
mono-functional villages. The city is also for many people, especially the young
generation, a symbol of opportunities for social contacts and cultural life.
Further the different chanses for education and vocational training attract the
younger population.
At last, probably many of the migrants will. expect from the cities a less social
control on their behaviour and attitudes as they feel in the more traditi"onal ,
rural environment.

effects on
mentality
research

The effects of social urbanization which can be expected, are that the urban population is generally younf,!:er than the rural population; that traditional institutions,
that a more modern mentalit' g gotong - royong, will disappear by urbanization;
ty, e.g concermng family planmng, will arise m urban areas. Of course, these are
only impressions which have to be tested by sociological research. Anyway a
knowledge of the effects of social urbanization is very important, because it will
in turn, influence the physical and economic urbanization.

Section 2.

The · Ex pans i on

of

Jakarta

jakarta as a symbol of unity and independence of the nation, has been dominating the urbanization of Indonesia since 1945. It is signjficant to mention. this, because in this way Jakarta has obtained a dominating position, that it did not
have hefore.
We can illustrate the difference of position between jakarta nowadays and in
former times by comparing the number of inhabitants of jakarta with that of
the main cities of Java.
proportions of
city sizes

We will use for this comparison the rank size rule, showing in its simplest form
that the member ·of populations of each city should be : the number of populations of the largest city (Jakarta) in its region (Java) divided by the rank
of that city in the order of its size. 3).
Table 2.

The Rank Size of the Main Cities of java m '30 and '71.
Popul x 1.000
r.s.
r.s.
ideal
Popul x 1.000
r.s.
1930
1930
1971
1971

jakarta
Surabaya
Semarang
Bandung
Surakarta
Yogyakarta
Sources

3).

:

1930
1971

533
342
218
167
16.5
136

1
1,56
2,45
3,20
3,22
3,90

1
2
3
4
5
6

1
2,9
3,8
7,1
11,0
13,4

Urban Areas in Indonesia, P.D. Milone 1966
1971 Population Census, C.B.S. Serie B. No.2

P.C.D. - Preliminary Report I B. page III- 5.

4.576
1.556
1.202
647
414
342

jakarta
Surabaya
Bandung
Semarang
Surakarta
Yogyakarta

Figure
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PERKEMBANGAN TAHUNAN PENDUDUK JAKARTA TIAP 1.000 orang ( 1945-1972)
ANNUAL POPULATION GROWTH OF JAKARTA PER 1.000 inhabitants ( 1945-1972)
700
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70
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I

I

~
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20
10

\

4'0 49 50 51 52 '53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 t>1

10

63 64 65 66 67 68 69 7

-- 20

- 30

- 40
-50
- 60

Total increase
natural increase
migration

Source : -

D.K.I. Jakarta Rave : Jakarta dalam angka tahun 1970
Kantor Sensus dan Statlstlk, D.K.I. Jakarta (derived from P.C.D. Preliminary Report I A, p.ll, 121.
Year 1971 : 1971 Population census, C.B.S.
migration and naturallnc:real8: "Soal Penduduk den Pembangunan Indonesia" by dr.Natan Keyfltz and Wldjojo Nitisastro.
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--It is clear that the pvsition of the six main c1t1es of Java were in 1930 rather
close to each other, closer than it could be expected from the rank size rule.
1930
equable distribution

Although these figures demonstrate only the mutual position, concerning the
number of population, the impression exists that at that time the economic
and social position and status of the cities too, did not differ very much, since
the national functions were spread over all these cities.
Next to that, the smaller towns, as far as they had the status of "stadgemeente",
with their population, conscious of municipal autonomy, worked as counter balances against the bigg~ cities, and especially "Batavia" (Jakarta).

1971
growing unequability

The figures of 1971 demonstrate a quite different situation The rank size shows
the great distance in population between Jakarta and the others, which are still
the main cities of Java.
Even Surabaya, which shows impressive population growth between 1961 and
1972, had a rank size of 2,9 instead of 2: In the previous paragraph we saw
already that the yearly increase of Jakarta during the last decade was 5,8 %,
much higher than the total yearly urban increase of Java (3,3 %). Or to compare with another figure, the yearly increase of Jakarta is three times the
growth rate of the rural areas of Java.

Growth of population of Jakarta since 1945.
The growth of Jakarta has been by leaps and bounds. That means, that external
and incidental factors must have had great influence and caused migration-shocks.
(See figure 6).

migration jumps

The first jump in 1949, (an increase of more that 500.000 in one year!) can
be explicated by unrest in the countryside during the previous two years.
The reason of the jump in 1959 - almost 800.000- is probably also the
insecurity in the rural areas. Besides many Chinese migrated during this year
to Jakarta. Also the high increase of population during the sixties, during
which period we can also see the rate· of migration, can (at least partly) also
be explicated by unrest in the rural areas.
During 1962 - 1963, the unsuccessful landreform caused many conflicts in the
rural areas. In 1965 this migration decreased probably because of the big
chaos in Jakarta itself.
In 1966 the migration jumped again, to a number of 270.000 ; a flight again
for the insecurity in the countryside, especially in Java. And this migration
probably goes on till 1970.
The demographic development of the last few years is not quite clear. The
outcome of the Census of 1971 gives a decrease of more than 200.000 in
comparison with the figure of the Bureau of Statistics of Jakarta for 1970.

-31It can hardly be believed, that this is the effect of the migration prohibition,
declared in 1970 by the authorities of Jakarta, since it is also officially
admitted that the control on the migration prohibition is up to now still
ineffective.
Probably the differences must be explicated partly by overestimation of the
population by the Jakarta statistics, partly by differences in criteria of calculation, (the Census did not count people who had lived in Jakarta, for less
than three months, a considerable number of nomads from the countryside,
like many becak-drivers).

mobility of migrants

An important question is : where do the migrants come from?
giVe some insight in the mobility of
An answer to this question can

the migrants.
In 1961 50% of the population were found to originate from elsewhere. An
investigation of their origin shows a picture that can be expected : most of
them come from the surrounding countryside, for 54 % originated from
West Java, 26% from the rest of Java, 14% from Sumatera and 6% from
the other islands.
According to Kantor Census dan Statistic of DKI Jakarta, today only 30%
of the population were born and raised in Jakarta, and the migrants do not
come mainly from West Java any longer but also from Central Java and increasing
numbers could come from East Java and West Sumatera. 4)
According to professor Nathan Keifitz a great part of the migrants consist of younger
people ; two-thirds would be between the ages of 15 - 29. 5)

Economic and Social Predominance of jakarta.
As we have found in the previous analysis many of the migrants wanted to find

safety in Jakarta, but next to that many of them are attracted by the economic
opportumttes of the national capital city.
Some figures can illustrate the domination of Jakarta in the economic field.
Jakarta ahead
in mechanization

First of all we want to mention, that the share of Jakarta in the industrial production is less impressive than the share in other sectors. Nevertheless also in
this sector Jakarta is in one aspect further than other regions, namely with regard
to the level of mechanization.
Although the rate of mechanization of industry in Jakarta is still very low, comparing with that in developed countries, it is· much higher than in the fairly
well industrialized region of West Java.
It appears that Jakarta has a dominating position m several sectors of economic
life.
4) P.C.D. - Prelimany Report I A, page II- 4.
5) An unpublished study of 1972, mentioned in PCD - Preliminary Report I A, page II- 4.
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PRIVATE INVESTMENT IN J,,KARTA AND ITS SHARE IN THE NATIONAL INVESTMENTS
HJVESTASI SWASTA Dl JAKARTA SERTA ANDILNYA DALAM INVESTASI NASIONAL
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banking center

national airport

import harbour

government centre

.difference in income

The posmon of Jaka.rt.l is predommant as a banking centre. It is not surprising~
looking at this predomin:mce, that more than 50% of the money-circulation is
concentrated in Jakarta !
jakarta has a great share in the sector of transport and communication as well as
in the great increase of this sector, to be found in the economic importa~ce of
the first airport of Indonesia, Kemayoran (almost 1 mln. passengers yearly and
13.000 tons of cargo), and also the importance of the harbour of Tanjung Priok,
where 60% of the import value of $ 527 million in 1969, came in.
The great share in services and the fast growth of this sector reflects the economic importance of Jakarta as the centre of the government.
Between 1966 and 1970 the yearly· average economic growth of Indonesia was
5 %, of Jakarta 7 %.
The economic pull-factor of Jakarta is clearly demonstrated by the differences in
income per capita between Jakarta 6 > and the rest of Indonesia.
Table 5 :

Income per capita in Rupiah, price level 1966.
Indonesia

index

Jakarta

index

1966

2.540

100

6.220

100

1967

2.520

96

6.100

98

1968

2.620

104

6.320

103,5

1969

2.720

108

1970

Source

:

6.490

106,5

6.910

112,5

unpublished studies of JMATS.

In spite of the fast increase of population, the increase of income per capita of
Jakarta has not been much less then that of Indonesia as a whole; the income
is more than twice the national income per capita.
In 1972 the average real income of employees (including all incentives) is estimated
at 14.000 Rupiah per month, against 8.000 Rupiah in Java. 7 >
It can be expected, that these differences find their reflections in higher standard
of living of the Jakarta people, at least of the middle and high class. One- third
of all private cars in Indonesia, for example, is concentrated in Jakarta, and also
most of the telephones, televisions,· etc. are found in Jakarta.
The reason for the still increasing predominance of Jakarta in the economic field
is the high concentration of investments.
Figure 7. Shows the amount of private investments in ] akarta and its share in
the national fnvestments.
6) For the distribution of income groups in '69 see : Setting a Regional Developmf'nt of West Java, App. I
«>ver population of Jakarta), for pull · and push- factors: App. II (Causes of the overpopulation).
7) P.C.D. Preliminary Report I A, Olapter III.

- 35 Almost half of the amount of national investments in the for Jakarta relevant
sectors (excluding mining, agriculture, forestry, estate and fishery) has been concentrated in Jakarta.
The government investments in Jakarta are also high compared with those in
other regions, since Jakarta finds much more tax revenues than oth~r regions do.
So, for the budget year 70 - 71 the total government investment for development
was 18,7 billion rupiah in Jakarta, whilst e.g. in the province of West Java, with
a populations of about four times the population of Jakarta and with an area of
the multiple of that of Jakarta, the total government investment for development
was only 15,5 billion rupiah.
social
predominance

attin.Ides and
behaviour

More than in the economic sense Jakarta is perhaps dominating the national urbanization in the social and cultural sense. As a political centre, where the national
government with all its departments is concentrated, Jakarta attracts all commercial,
social and cultural institutes, that want to be close to the top , and all these
attract a lot of people, who want to make careers.
Since the biggest and best universities and academies are mostly found in Jakarta, it
pulls a great part of the scientists. And a great number of students prefer these
scientific institutions to those elsewhere in Indonesia.
Modern cultural life, like t.v. and film-studios and modern theatres, big sports
events and so on; they all get opportunities only in Jakarta.
As a melting- pot of all the different groups of Indonesian people, Jakarta has
created what is called the new type of the " modern Indonesian " . And as a
result of " the -law- of- social -gravitation " the attitude and behaviour of the
Jakartan serve as an example for the population in other urban areas, where the
social and cultural life of Jakarta -perhaps not always with enough critical sense
is imitated.

The

critical level :
disadvantages of
further expansion

Problem

It is sure that the expansion of Jakarta in many respects has had a great positive
influence on the development of Indonesia towards an unitarian and independent
nation.
But the very question is whether this expansion has not attained a critical level,
from 'which the disadvantages will exceed the advantages.
At any rate one has to become aware of the disadvantages of a further fast
expansion of Jakarta during the last decades.

Disadvantages for other regions
unequity
frustration of
regional development

The economic differences between Jakarta and other regions in Indonesia cannot
be considered as advantages, since they result in discrimination with regard to
those other regions. And because of the multiplier effects, which can be expected
from the concentration of private investment recently, the difference in economic
growth and with that in income, will increase in the future.

-
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The social predomina1 . .:e of jakarta in the urbanisation will, in case of continuation, suppress the emancipation of other cities and towns towards social autonomy. with their own characteristics in cultural life and physical outlook.
This must be considered as a disadvantage, especially in Indonesia. where the
colonial period has caused already such a uniformity in the outlook of the
smaller cities and towns. For an on urbanizing countrv the difference in urban
life and look can clearly retlect the different social and cultural aspects of the
regions and their people.

Disadvantages for jakarta.

critical
housing situation

below minimum
health standards

low service level

flooded areas

pollutions

In some respects jakarta has :1ot been able - as no city would have been - to
cope with the many problems, caused by the vivid growth as jakarta has undergone in the previous decades.
Especially the housing situation is very critical.
A housing survey in 1968 in jakarta showed that only 2 3,6 % of the dwellings
arc permanent. 28,5% semi- permanent ·and 47.7% are temporary.
In this last figure are hidden the many irrebrular kampon!!s. of which several are in
fact slums. Bcs1des thousands ot people are lwi~g m sht~ds along the railroads
and canals.
A rather low estimation bv DKI is. that there would have to be built 50.000
dwellings yearly, while in reality only 12.000 up ro 15.000 houses yearly are.
·
built.
The housing comfort is· also very low : 20 •!~ of the dwelling units do not meet
a minimum standard of water (private well, piped water as a public well and
private or pubhc toilet facilities) ; 68% of the population do not have private
toilet facilities. Only about 20 ·~u of the dwell in~ - units have electricity. R 1
In general the public services are still on a low level.
In 1971 only 27 watt per capita was available (against 66,5 watt in 196 5 in
Malaysia). About 70 litre water per capita per day is available against a minimum
standard of 150 litre. Only about 25 % of the waste can be collected and disposed. A special problem for jakarta is the regular flooding of the low areas ;
a problem that up to now has not been solved and which also makes a solution
for the insufficient sewerage system complicated.
·The concentration of motor cars in jakarta, together with the many thousands
of bccaks, cause daily traffic jams, since only 1,39% of the surface of jakarta
consist of passable roads. (a~ainst 10% in Singapore).
Pollutions also threaten the living climate of the city more and more.
I he trattJc causes severe a1r polluuon, particularly the increasing number of buses.
The lack of sewage system means, that much sewage flows untreated into the
canals and ground. This means a constant pollution of the canals and sources for
drinking- water, so that water is no longer obtainable dose to the surface.

I(

l

Figure• about housing· situalion cleri,·ed from PCr> · l'rt"liminary
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restraints on
migration

The citv · governmen• is obviously aware of all these disadvantages of a too fast
growth of Jakarta. In 1970 it proclaimed a prohibition of migration, in that sense
that only those migrants are permitted to enter the city, who can prove that
they have a place for living and for working.
lhe ettect of this prohibition is still rather poor, but it starts working now in
the centre of the city, where densities of up to 500 persons per ha. have already
been registered.
Meanwhile (perhaps also because of the prohibition of migration) the expansion
of jakarta has already crossed its administrative boundaries as it can be easily seen
on map I

kampong
scattering

The black spots shoW the uncontrolled scattering of mainly urbanized kampongs
in the surroundings of jakarta.
The problem is here still more serious than in jakarta itself, since in this rural
area there are not any kinds of planning and service on urban level.

physical planning
urgent

The map demonstrates therefore the urgent need of a physical planning of the
surroundings of jakarta, for which this report will try to give some starting
points.

Section 3

three general
goals

General objectives concerning the urbanization and the expansion of
Jakarta.

Based on the previous analysis of the urbanization problem and of the problem
of Jakarta's expansion, we can now formulate the general goals to control this
phenomenon and from the goals we will gather the general objectives needed, m
different scales.
1.

The first relevant national goal has to be : equal r'e¢onal chances for econo·
mic and social development, in favour of all inhabitants.

2. The goal concerning the urbanization in general and the expansion of jakarta
in particular 1s : a proper physical development in the sense .of adequate
opportunities for the urban population with regard to housing, employment, ser·
vices and communication.
3. A special goal for the exploding city of jakarta and its surroundings
sufficient flexibility for future development.

objectives to
support goals

1s

It will be clear that there does not exist one way to achieve these goals. but
that an optimal combination of objectives is needed to approach them. 9)
We shall now discuss these objectives, in order to establish the scope of the
next chapters.

9\

See s~c:tion 5 of Ctapter 1.
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( nati mal )

The economic growth for the near future pla:med at 5 % per year, will only
lead to substantial increase of the income per capi!:a, if the population growth is
not too high. Based on table 1 the natural im:rease of java can be estimated
at approximately 2 % per year, (this is lower than the usually estimated natural
growth of Indonesia, namely 2,5 % ).
At an economic growth of 5 % and a natural mcrease of 2 %, th,~ mcrease
income per capita will be almost 3 % yearly.
family planning
supports several
specific goals

of

Birth control is already needed to hold this percentage, since the high birth rates
during the fifties will cause higher birth rates in the near future.
Where priority to high economi growth does not necessarily support relative distribution of income per capita and region, family planning will support both.
Not only for economic reasons, but also because of social motives family phnni:'~
is desirable : continuous births hurt the health of the mother ; big families cffer
less opportu:-tities for education and cultivation of the children.
Fortunateiy not only the government, but also the religious aut! n;itie.s supp lf(
the family planning, so that this natior,al objective has beco'lle
more feasibl'one now, especially in urban areas.

Rural Development

( rural areas )

As it has been explained, the push-factor towards urbanization out of the ru. -cl
areas has not yet found the necessary complementary pull-factor consisting uf
a labour intensive industrialization.
lessen push-factor

ntensification
aise income/ha

ifferent crops

mduct processing

Therefore all kinds of efforts are needed to lessen the push-factor from the rural
areas.
The first five- year -plan (Pelita I) has indeed as first objective the ralSlng of the
agrarian production. But what is meant as first objective here is the enlargement
of the absorp:ion capacity of the rural areas for employment, in order to
deminish the big migration to the urban areas.
This can be achieved by intensification and extensification of rice production
per ha, which are going on now. It has to be mentioned that the absorption
capacity aL;o increases, w!1en the inceme per ha rises. Therefore the increased
price of the rice can have positive effects, in so far as the farmers themselves
get profit from this increase.
But because once, and perhaps in the not so far future, the need of rice \\··ill
re:tch his maximum, other kinds of intensification of the agrarian production are
ntded, like the introduction of a rotation system, the switch-over to other
products like fruit, vegetables, spices, cattle breeding and so on.
The absorption of the rural at'eas can also be enlarged by industrialization of
the rural area itself, especially by processing of agrarian products in the villages.
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information and
guidance

To achieve the objective of rural d evelopment, information and guidance are
needed ; guidance concerning the intensification of production, information about
the limited opportunities in the cities and the existing opportunities in the towns.

Transmigration

( Java - other islands )

Since the average size of the farms, particularly in Java is very small, the absorption capacity of the rural areas will, in spite of intensification, not be sufficient
to give everyone employment.
other islands

transmigration
asks investments

south coast of
West Java

Therefore next to the rural development other objectives are needed.
One of them has to be transmigration from the overpopulated java to. the other
islands.
Seen from an economic point of view those other islands are in comparison
with Java still poorly developed. Probably because they are in fact -"underpopulated ". That means that transmigration can support two purposes :
1. lessening the burdens of Java, 2. strengthening the development of the other
islands.
But, one has not to expect too much from transmigration. It will not be as it
has been thought
in previous periods - the " panacea " for all Indonesian
problems. During the prewar period
when transmigration has already started,
as well as after the war, the number of transmigrants was never more than
SO.OOO persons per year.
According to Heeren, 1.o> who wrote a dissertation on Indonesian transmigration,
transmigration will only be effective if the migrants are given large plots of at
least 10 ha. That means that big investments are needed.
Even if it would be possible to increase the transmigration up to. 200.000 young
people per year, then - Widjojo Nitisastro has calculated -the effect on the total
population would be only 7 % in 1991. 11 >
Since in java itself, particularly in West Java, the spreading of population is rather
unequal, next to the transmigration to other islands, an internal "transmigration"
to the less densely populated south- coast area of West Java has to be taken into
consideration.

lndustralization

(urban areas).

In several places we have stressed the key position of the industria:lization in the
process of urbanization. But the. objective cannot simply be formulated as :
industrialize !
employment
and growth GOP

We should be aware of the further lying objectives : enlargement of employment
and growth of the G.D.P. Industrialization will not automatically support both of
these more specific objectives.
10)

Transmigratie in lndonesie, H.j. Heeren, Utrecht 1967,

11)

Population trends in Indonesia, Widjojo Nitisastro, London, 1970, page 234.
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dilemma

The technological situation is not, like it was during the industrial revolution of
the wdtern world. when' industrv started very labour- intensively.
Industrial
investment asks to choose
'out of two possibilities, which
at first sight seem to create ·a dilemma : priority for capital- intensive, but
labour extensiVe 10dustnes w1th a h1gh multiplier effect, or priority for labour
intensive and capital - exten~ive .industries with a low multiplier effect ?
The advantage of the former alternative is economic growth and with that increase of income per capita ; the advantage of the latter is creation of labour
opportunities for the increasing labour - force and with that spreading of the income.
In fact both are necessary.
Generally speaking the objectives could be as follows :

domestic investment
labour intensive

concentration of the domestic industrial investment on labour - intensive, in
fact more traditiOnal sectors ; as an example is the textile - industry : . weaving and
knitting, traditional printing, (batik and ikat !). manufanuring of clothes,

foreign investment
with restraints

concentration of forei~n investment on capital intensive productions. as long
as they do not frustrate labour- intensive produc~ions, but supnort
·them
instead : as it is the case in textile mdustry, namely spinning and finishing.
(An important external condition next to it is : protection of the domestic 10dustry against import).

regional spreading
of both

Both kinds of industrial investments should equally support regional development.
That means that a fair spreading of both investments is desirable.
"ffe emphasized that industrialization is an indispensable complement of: urbanizatiop. Alrhoue-h this i!' true. it seems unlikely that the employment share of
industry in .developing ~ountries will reach tqe higp rates, as they have been achieved
10 western ~ountries and which arc already declining to da~'. Therefore we have to take
into account that next to. the secondary sector, the tertiary sector has ta absorb
a considerable part of the increase of the labour force.

Decentralization ( Java )
We have seen that the urbanization of Java is highly dominated by Jakarta.
Therefore a decentralization is needed to spread "hkt·s and dislikes" over all
the urban areas in Java.
upgrading of
other cities

smaller towns
growth poles

That means .first of all an economic
reinforcement
of the other ma10 cities, 10
,
I
order to let them operate as countermagnets against Jakarta.
Secondly decentralization aims at the development of the smaller towns, where
the absorption capacity is higher than in the main cities.
As long as these smaller towns are located in a reasonable distance they can in
their turn operate as countermagnets against a too big, but particularly a too fast
growth of the cities.

-
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So in West Java for example, is next to the economic strengthening of Bandung
a development of secondary urban centres, like Cirebon, Tasikmalaya, Sukabumi,
Serang and of tertiary urban centres like Garut, Purwakarta, Cianjur, Indramayu
etc. desirable. 12)

regional development
diversion future
Jakarta migrants

Since the urban centres are the economic, social and cultural nuclei of their
regions, a balanced pattern of urban centres is the best bC!,Se for an equal regional
development.
And because, as we have seen, the greatest part of the migrants to Jakarta come
from Java, thi~ equal regional development of ~ther cities and towns will effectively counterbalance the migrational growth of Jakarta ..

Deconcentration

metropolitan system

deconcentration in __
metropolitan area

(Jakarta and surroundings).

It will take time to realise the above mentioned objectives. Meanwhile the expansion of Jakarta by natural increase and by migration will go on.
The goal of an <l.ppropriau physical development of Jakarta and its surroundings
needs therefore an own objective, which we will call ''deconcentration". In the
context of decentralization we have spoken about urbar.. .,,.gions. Those consist
of one functional ·interdependent system of, bigger an..i s~naller nuclei, with rural
areas in between.
Deconcentration. aims at leading ~way population and activities out of the city
towards its direct surroundings, but in one metropolitan system. That means
that a metropolitan system· is not only an interdependent functional system but
also one interdependent physical system : the settlemer:ts are so close to eachother, that the open spaces in between are parts of the urban area, (although
they are perhaps still in agrarian production).
The agglomerative extension of Jakarta over its borders and the urbanization of
already going on. But as it
the surroundings is, as we have seen on map I,
has been emphasized, this scattered expansion is lacking planning and cdntrol.
Therefore a bundling is needed in a deconcentration model, for the metropolitan
area, ·in which the population will find proper opportunities for housing, employment, services including recreation and communication.
This deconcentration model is in fact the aim of this report.

12 )

See "Ontwikkelingsplan West java 1970", part I, Chapter I, par. 2 'De opbouw van de steden'.

Chapter III
The Metropolitan Area
Jabotabek
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CHAPTER III.

THE METROPOLITAN AREA JAB(:J'ABEK

In this chapter we will first try to identify and to limit the metropolitan :1rea
of Jakarta.
The second section describes the mam socio-economic characteristics of the
planning area.
The third section deals with the estimates of the population growth of the
metropolitan area until 1985 and 2000.

Section 1. Identification of the Metropolitan area Jabotabek.
planning region

Karawang rice
supplier of Jakarta

Jakarta region

further limitation

At the training, mentioned in the Introduction, we started analysing our planning
region with the Bappemkas of four kabupatens, namely the kabupatens of Bogor,
Tangerang, Bekasi and Karawang. Soon it became clear, that at any rate the kabupaten of Karawang does not belong to the metropolitan area, in the sense of
the metropolitan system, as it has been explained above. Of course the kabupaten of
Karawang is also influenced by the city of jakarta, and of course there are functional relations between Karawang and Jakarta. In fact, the main function of the
Kabupaten is the rice -supply for jakarta. Big investments are made to increase
the rice-production of this area, belonging to the irrigation system of the Jatiluhur
water reservoir. Therefore the kabupaten has to keep its agrarian function especially for the need of jakarta, instead of becoming an urbanized part of the metropolitan area.
The remaining three kabupatens, Bogor, Tangerang, Bekasi, together with the city
of Bogor, and D.K.I. are often considered and used as the Jakarta region. In fact
a further limitation is necessary to identify the metropolitan area in the sense of
the physical direct impact region of Jakarta, since the three kabupatens, (almost
6.000 km2) cannot of course be fully occupied by urban settlements.

mountainous parts,

Because of the objective of rural development stated before, it is very desirable,
that the rural areas of the three kabupatens maintain their agrarian function
they have now, as far as possible : the . rice fields of Bekasi ( also belonging to the
irrigation- system of Jatiluhur ), the ricefields of Tangerang, (belonging to the
irrigation- system of the Cisadane ), the plantations, the fruit areas and the areas
with different crops in the kabupaten of Bogor. Besides large parts in the south
of the kabupaten of Bogor are too mountainous to be urbanised.

criteria to
limit the area

Based on these considerations we tried to limit the metropolitan area within the
three kabupatens. Because the data we could use were very poor, and especially
the data about migration etc. were not available, the criteria, which have been
used are still rather weak.

respect agrarian
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Criteria and indications.

tendency

a. First of all the existing landuse has been taken into account. The scattered
spots (the kampongs) on the landuse map indicate, that the existing urbanization
is stronger in the southern direction than in the eastern and western direction. This is
probably partly due to the fact that the position of Bogor is rather strong in
comparison with Bekasi and Tangerang. The map shows a ribbb~·development along
the existing roads from Jakarta to the three centres Bogor, Tangerang, and Bekasi. This
indicates that they have the tendency to agglomerate with Jakarta.

population growth
and densities

b. Partly the population density and the population increase have been taken into
consideration to determine which kecamatans belong to the metropolitan
area.

existing relations

c. Next to this, impressions of the Indonesian members of the team about the
extent of orientation on Jakarta have been considered.

existing centres
and kampongs

d. It has also been taken into account that a planning area is needed, in which
the metropolitan system up to a reasonable future can find opportunities for
extension ; with the consequence that considerable rural areas are still included.

room for extension

e. Since an efficient metropolitan system should not be too large in order to
avoid relations that are not adding any quality to the system as a whole, the area
that copes with the above criteria is taken as allowable an maximum, not to be exceed
in surface.

~fficient

system
lemands limitation

Finally a border -line has been chosen as shown on map. II.
Since the smallest unit of which data are available is the kecamatan, we have
used borders of the kecamatans as the boundary of the metropolitan area.
In fact a further limitation is desirable inside this boundary based on the physi~al
geographical data, like the mountains in the south and rivers on the west and
east side.

Q1ore physical limits

/

naming of the area

The shape of our metropolitan area is a Latin Cross with as main points
JAkarta, BOgor, TAngerang and BEKasi (see figure 8 on next page).
Therefore we will call our planning area : JABOTABEK. When we further t:se t:1e
term JABOTABEK, the metropolitan area is meant, as limited on map. II.
Bo-Ta-Bek is the metropolitan area excluding Jakarta. When we use the tl:ret:
kabupatens as a total their names will be mentioned.

Figur e
Gamh ar

Rough Shape of Present Jabotabek
Bentuk Kasar Daerah Jabotabek saat ini
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Some characteristics of jABOTABEK.

Population
Table 6 gives some. information about the population numbers and the population density.
Table 6 : Population and

Pop~lation

POPULATION
PLACE

1961

1971

density in JABOTABEK.
INCREASE 1961 - 1971

-----

a b s.

% yearly

SURFACE

DENSITY

in km2

per km2

2.900.533
989.664
509.670
378.147

4.576.009
1.264.554
657.925
459.855

1.675.466
274.890
148.255
81.708

5,8
2,8
2,9
2,1

592
1.265
685
720

7.730
1.000
960
639

Bo-Ta-Bek 1.877.481

2.382.334

504.853

2,7

2.670

893

jakarta
Bo
Ta
Bek

Source :

1961 Population Census, C.B.S. Serie SP- 1.
1971 Population Census, C.B.S. Serie B. No. 2.

Data of Bappemka I Bappemko.

migrants beset
surrouT'dings

Almost 7 million people are already living in JABOTABEK. There are still great
differences between jakarta with its high population increase of 5,8 % yearly
and its everage density of 77 persons per ha on the one side and the surroundings on the other side. Nevertheless, the population increase of the surroundings
shows that they probably have already a positive migration balance, since the
increase of 1;e7% yearly is significantly higher than the total increase of java,
namely 2 %, which can obviously be considered as the average natural increase.
Several kecamatans registered a much higher increase, like Cimanggis 5,1 %, Kedunghalang 4,7 %, Cibinong 3,9 %, Depok 3,0%; all kecamatans in the zone
between jakarta and Bogor.
Also increase-rates of the kecamatan of Bekasi (3,3 %) and Tangerang(3,2 %) undoubtedly show, that their growth is for a substantial part caused by migration.
The towns themselves are rather small: Tangerang has 50.000 inhabitants, Bekasi 45.000 inhabitants.
The city of Bogor with almost 200.000 inhabitants, registered over a 10 year
period an increase of only 2,7% yearly. But according to information of the
Bappemko, this percentage has jumped during the last two years to 6% yearly!.
It has been explained that this jump is caused by migration of people from jakarta who, after the rehabilitation of the road via Parung and after the improvement of the bus-connection, have chosen Bogor as a place to live in.
The figures give further a somewhat deviating picture of the eastern part of
JABOTABEK in comparison with the western part.
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In the latter the population-increase as well as· the density is significantly higher
than in the eastern part. Not only Tangerang, but also the kecamatans of Batuceper (3,9 %), Curug (3,3 %) and Ciledug (3,2 %) have obviously a positive migration balance.
In the eastern part there are, with the exception of Bekasi, no kecamatans with
an increase of more than 2 %. In fact kecamatans like Cilincing (1,2 %) and Pondok Gede (1,8 %), although they border on DKI jakarta, are probably still
~
loosing population because of migration to jakarta. This seems remarkable, because it could be expected that the extension of jakarta in the eastern direction, along the important main-road to central and East java, would be more intensive than in the western direction.
For some aspects of the population structure : see figure 9.

teenagers to town

youngest population
in Bo-Ta-Bek

The census of 1971 gives rather rough information about the age structure.
A significant difference is to be noticed in the age group 15 - 24 between the
urban and the rural areas, namely that this age group is obviously stronger represented in the former. Probably this is the effect of the selective aspect of the
migration to the urban areas : the younger people in this age group can better
take chances. The share of the 1S - 24 age group in Bo Ta Bek is between the
urban and rural areas. On the other hand the share of the age group 0 - 4 in
rural areas is somewhat bigger than in the urban areas ; but this share is still
bigger in Bo-Ta-Bek. By also looking at the shares of the group of 25 and
older, it is clear that Bo-Ta-Bek has even the youngest population.
Noticeable is at last the greater part of the male population in jakarta, particularly above the age of 2 S ; perhaps this is reflection of the migration during
the fifties. The differences between male and female percentages are not unusual ; except in the age-group S- 14, particularly in West java rural ; -an explanation for this phenomenon cannot be found.
Employment
A better insight into the level of urbanization is obtained by using the census
of households in 1970.
Table 7 households in 1970

Number of
households
jakarta
Bo
Ta
Bek
Bo-Ta-Bek
West java- rural
West java- total

844.761
243.980
121.966
90.793
456.739

Persons per
household

Percentage of
farmer households

5,4
5,1
5,4
4,9
5,1
4,5
4,6

Source : House hold listing july - August 1970, C.B.S. Serie A- no. 1.

2,8%
-----·--34 %
34 %
45 %
38 %
67 %
61 %

Fiprc
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In chapter II we have already seen that the average urban household consists
of more persons than the rural one. In comparison with the average household
of West Java-rural (4,5) and also of West Java-total (4,6), the average household of Bo Ta Bek indicates its more urban character, although the eastern part
again shows a less urban picture.
Also the percentages of farmer households demonstrate the more urban character
of Bo Ta Bek, with again a certain deviation in the eastern wmg.
house hold pattern
has urban character

Only about 38% of Bo Ta Bek households consist of farmers. That means that
the remaining big part of 62 % find generally an income outside the primary
sector, i.e. the secondary and tertiary sector.
Unfortunately the information about these sectors is very poor. We have some
figures of the labourforce in the different sectors of employment of Jakarta,
which we have already used in a global way. See figure 10.
The primary sector is, as could be expected, neglectible. But as we mentioned
before, the secondary sector has not given much employment yet; only 9 % work
works in manufacturing. In comparison with this, the share of the construction sector ( of course mainly a male sector ) is rather high.
The most important sectors are services, which include government services,
and the great number of servants, and trade with the great number of hawkers; sectors which, as we supposed, have to contend with a high rate of over
employment. A greater number is the female labourforce, (approximately 23%
of the total) who find their jobs in the tertiary sector : for 7 3 %.

manufacturing
industry

Because of its importance for the future we will go somewhat deeper in the
sector of the manufacturing industry. For this purpose figures are available of a survey in 1970 of the large and medium establishment. As medium
size establishments have been considered : establishments with 10 to 99 workers without power equipment and 5 to 49 workers with power equipment;
the remaining are considered as large ones.
Table 8 Number of medium and large manufacturing establishments per kind of industry in
jakarta 1970.
Code
31

Number of Establishment

Kind

Large

Medium

Total

24
71

171

195
572

32

Food
Textile and clothes

33

Wood

2

34

Paper

35

Chemical

36

Minerals (non-ferro)
Basic Industry

37
38
39

Metal
Miscellaneous
T

Source

0

t

a I

501

Number of Person employed
Absol.
%
6.229
17.569

13,0
36,7

86

1.473

5,8

25

84
103

128

5.803

8,0

44

167

211

8

66

74

9.468
1.842

14,3
5,4

4

15

19

870

1,6

43

213

256

7

8

10.325
214

14,5
0,7

1.327

1.549

53.793

100,0

222

Survey of manufacturing industries, 1970
medium and large, C.B.S. lnd/2.
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number of worJ::ers per establishment is 3S; (. 1-tl in the large and
17 in the medium). The m:iin ';e<"tor is textile; hc<;ides fomt produt:i.ion, metal
and chemicais. The manufacturing mdustry ()f fakarta !'i tor the greater part light
and small industry. That the industry of .Jakarta is ruamly ;)mall industry Let:onw:-.
dearer if We take into l.Onsid<.·r::tirm that, out nf the Lora( industrial lalwu.; r;_.y cc,
namely 120.512, only 53.793 \\nr.k m medaum and large cstab!ishhtent~. That
mC:lJ"!S, that a great part of appruxunately 66.000 labourer~, work in Vefy Slll~ll
factories, mostly home industry.
The

The size and level of the manufacturing industry in our planning area round .Jakarta art' still of les-. iml'(lrtan<"e.
Table 9.

Number of medium and large of the
1970.

manufacrurin~~t

'-'Srablilihmencs in Ro-Ta-Rek

- - - · - --·--- ·- ·-·- -----···-· -------Nmnl•c·r uf persons Employed

Number of F.srablishment

l..arge
42

Ko
(Kota P.ogor)

(10)

Total

IJI• !~'-

137
(52)

179
(62)

2.2M

Medium

Ta

4

Kek

5

77
21

81
26

51

235

286

68

369

417

Bo-Ta-Bek

.Three Kabupatens

·-··-- .

Medium

Total

962

--------------

18.1S2

5.152

32.936

----··

Source

Survey manufacturing industries, 1970, medium and large. C.B.S. lnd/1.

'
Even . in· comparison with the low industrial level of Jakarta, the number of industrial establishments in its surroundiggs is small.

Only the city of Bogor, from which we also know the number of pe •.-..,ns em·
ployed, has some industrial level, with as the most . important factory · the Good
Year Tyre-factory, (more than 1000 persons employed). In the southern part
-.i1t:re are some large tea- and rubber factories. In Tanggerang there are two large
factories for remilled rubber and in Bekasi there is _a large cotton yam factory
with more than 1000 persons employed. Noticeable is that the average number of
persons employed in the large establishments of the surrounding, namely 266, is
jakarta. But the level of mechanization is still v~y low. In
higher than that
the three kabupatens the power equipments of all est.ablishments is only somewhat
more than 1 h.p. per worker.

m

Most of the establishments are processing agrarian products; so more than half of
them are food-manufacturing, mostly rice. Next to the industrial employment in
the medium and large establishments l) there are probably many small industries.
1)

In rhe near future the area between I>KI and the ~iry of Bogor will he more industrialized : many factories are under L"Onstru~tion and some arc> already in production.
In Tangerang 2 new big tenik
consrrucrion.

fa~tories

have been established and some other big factories are under

A, new big glass fa~tory (.JOO workers) is establishfd in Reka,.i.
Glre now under construction.

•hi~h

whi~h

will be followed •·· some orh, r.>

Figure
Gam bar
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We know for example that the kabupaten of Tangeranf as well as Bekasi has a considerable surplus ol bricks and tiles, which ::. ~old to Jakarta. Besides there are
special kinds of home industries like the produni(h ,,f : .•. r:; near Tanggerang.
There is no exact information about the small industry, neither about the employment in the tertiary sector, which is of less importance than in Jakarta or genelilly in the urban areas.

commuters to
industry and
offices in Jakarta

Commuting farmers

It would of course be of the most importance to have some figures about
commuting from the surroundings. We have got only some impressions. The
number of workers in industry and employees in offices, commuting to Jakarta
have been increasing for the last few years, particularly from the southern part
as a consequence of the improvement of the roads leading to Jakarta. There isfurther-again especially from the kabupaten of l3ogor - a traditional (partly daily)
commuting of farmers, who sell their products in the markets and along the
roads of Jakarta.
Unfortunately we do not have figures of the total labour force in the surroundings of Jakarta, but we have some general information about the employment
rate, which we can use for the estimation of the labour-force.

Table I 0.

Labour force in percentage of the total population in 1971.

Ma I e

Female

Tot a I

Jakarta

44.o ' <•

13.5%

29.3%

West java· urban

41,7%

12.1 %

26,8%

Java· rural

42.7%

17.0%

29,7%

West Java- total

42.6%

16.4%

29.3%

Wc~t

----···

Sou n.:e

---------·

1971 Population Census, C.B.S., serie B. no.2 seric C.

In an earlier section it has already been mentioned, that the percentage of the
labour force is still low.
As it can be seen, this percentage is somewhat higher in the rural areas, where a
greater part of the female population belongs to the labour force, probably in
the agriculture sector.
To get some impression of the possible size of the labour force in Bo Ta Bek
we use as percentages 43% of the male, 15% of the female, 29% of the
total population. Our estimation for the labourforce in Bo-Ta-Bek is shown in
figure I 1.

Figure
: 12.
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- 63 Section 3.

Estimates of Population growth.

In this paragraph a survey will be given of the population
reasonably be expected in JABOT ABEK.

growth, that can

It has to be emphasized, that in this stage we do not want to state the quantitative objectives for the development of the planning area. We only want to
estimate, based on global projections, the number of population in JABOTABEK
to be espected if the existing conditions continue.
Since physical planning has to take into account long term goals and medium
term objectives, we shall estimate the population growth until 1985 and 2000.
Based on the outcomes of our population-projection we will also give some impressiOns of the number of households and of the labour force in the same
years.

Existing Projections.
There have been already made several projections of the population growth of
Jakarta. See figure 12.
The projection of Dr. Widjojo Nitisastro is based on an estimation of. the increasing share of Jakarta in the total population of Java (from 6% in 1971
until 9 % in 1986).
Professor N. Iskandar used for his projection the census of 1961 and 1971 and
projected fertility rates.
The PCD estimate is the result of a straight line projection based on the population of Jakarta in 1961 and 1971.
The estimate of DKI is based on an expected yearly increase of 4 %. 2)
The 6,5 million of DKI in the masterplan is not a real projection, but in fact
a political objective. The last information is that the capacity of the masterplan
for 1985 would be enlarged until 7,5 million people.
uncertain
projections

The big differences demonstrate the uncertainty of the growth which can be expected, in a city that has demonstrated such a divergent yearly increase during
the last decades.
We will try to get an impression of the population growth of JABOT ABEK in
our own way. First, because DKI Jakarta does not cover our planning area. Secondly because we think that the mentioned projections partly depend too much
on questionable extrapolations of Jakarta's growth in the past and partly are,
instead of population projections, objectives for development.

migration causes
uncertainty

Because the migration mainly causes uncertainty, we will separate the projection
of the natural growth from the estimate of the migration.
2).

For further explanation of these projections. see P.C.D.· Preleminary Report I A. Chapter II

·Figure
G&mbar
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POPULATION PYRAMIDS JAKARTA AND JAVA 1971
PYRAMIDA PENDUDUK JAKARTA DAN

JAWA

1971

-:JAVA
-·JAKARTA
JAVA

JAK.

1,1%

0,7%

0,9%

0,5 'lo

0,9%

JAVA JAK.

1,3%

0,8%

1,0 '1n

0,6%

0,6%

1,0%

0,6%

1,6%

1,2%

1,7%

1,0%

2,1 'Yu

1,6%

2,0%

1.4%

2,7%

2,5%

2,7%

2,0%

3,6%

3,2%

3,6%

3,0%

3,1%

3.8%

3,8%

3,6%

3,1%

4,6%

4,5%

4.4%

3,7%

5,0%

4,7%

5,8%

5,8%

5,8%

7,7,%

7,0%

7,8%

8,3%

3,0%
4,7%
6,1%

male

female

40 44
35 39
30 34
25 29
20 24

4,8%

IS 19

5,5%

10 14

5,9%

1,9%

7,2%

5 9

7,8%

8,6%

0 4

g•t.

8"1.

,.,.

6"/.

5"/o

,.,.

3"/o

2"/o

,.,.

,.,.

2"/o "'1'/.

,.,.

Source : 1971 Population Ceneue, C.B.S. , Swle C.
Sumber: Seneue penduduk 1971, B.P.S., Swle C.
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- 65Projection of the natural growth.
Dr. Widjojo Nitisastro has in his book "Population trends in Indonesia" 3).
1960, made a thorough study of the natural increase in Indonesia and of
the factors which influence it. Based on this study, he has given ·four alternatives
for the rates of natural increase in the future, first for whole Indonesia, later for
java. We consider his alternative D as useful for our projection.
Annual crude birth: rate, crude death rate, crude rate of natural increase, and
expectation of life at birth for altemative D, Java 1961 - 1991 (per 1000 persons).
Table 11 :

Period
1961 19661971 1977 1981 1986 -

1966
1971
1976
1981
1986
1991

Birth rate

Death Rate

44,0
32,0
39,7
37,0
34,0
30,8

21,3
16,7
13,4
10,9
8,5
5,5

Rate of Natural increase
21,9
20,3
21,2
23,7
25,3
25,0

Expectation of
lie at birth
42,5
47,5
52,5
57,6
63,2
68,2

Source : Population trends in Indonesia, table 80 and 81.

Alternative D is based on a continuous decrease of birth rate and death rate,
with a steady raising of the average lifetime. Since the effect of the decr~ase
of death rate - a believable result of the improvement of medical service will be ·greater than the expected decrease of birth rate, Dr. Nitisastro projects
in this alternative an increase of the natural growth, until a percentage of 2,5%
has been reached.
The reliability of alternative D. has been proved by the real figures of the
past decade. As we saw in table 1 of chapter II the population-growth of java
between 1961 and 1971, namely 2,1% per year, has been very close to the estimates of Nitisastro, (an increase that we can consider as the natural increase,
since the migration-balance of Java with the other islands can probably be ne·glected).
Since the estimates of Dr. Nitisastro concern Java as a whole, they cannot be
applied to a region like JABOTABEK without comment.
Jhe demographic differences between this region and Java have to be taken
into account.
These differences are demonstrated by their population-pyramids. (See figure 13).
population younger
in Jabotabek then
in java

Compared with Java, Jakarta has a younger population. Noteworthy are particularly the significant higher percentages of Jakarta in the age groups between 10
and 30. In the previous paragraph we saw that also the population of Bo Ta
Bek has a young structure; here particularly the share of the age group 0- 4 is
big.
3).

Population trends in Indonesia, Widjojo Nitisastro, London, 1970.
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Because of this younger age-structure we expect a somewhat higher birth rate
in JABOTABEK in the future than in Java; in Jakarta in the next years, in
BoTaBek later. Next to that we have to take into account the lower deathrate of Jakarta (between 1962 and 1968 approximately 8 °/oo per year)._
On the other hand we may expect - as we pointed out before - that family
planning will be more effective in urban areas like JABOT ABEK.
estimates for
natural increase

Taking all these considerations together, we estimate a rate of natural increase
for JABOTABEK of 2,5% until 1985, that means some-what higher than in
alternative D. of Dr. Nitisastro. For the period 1985 - 2000, when we suppose
that birth-planning will get more effect and on the other hand death rate will
stabilize, we estimate a rate of natural increase of 2 %. The results of those
estimates are shown in table 12.
Table 12 :

JAKARTA

Population projections in JABOTABEK for 1985 and 2000 based on mtural
growth (x 1.000.000).

Pop. 1985

Pop.2000

1,9

6,5

2,0

8,5

3,7

1,0

---~--

1,2

~

2,2

9,9

13,2

13,1

6,1

Pop. 1971
4,6

Bo-Ta-Bek

2,4

JABOTABEK

7,0

Total natural
growth
71 - 2000

Natural
growth
85 - 2000

Natural
growth
71 - 85

2,9

Estimates of Migration

structural estimate

We do not want to base our estimates of the migration in the future on tl1e
migration of Jakarta in the past. First of all, this migration (see chapter II,
section 2) has been strongly influenced by incidental, meaning "conjunctural "
factors; secondly, we need estimates of the migration of the whole area JABOTABEK. It is necessary to find a "structural" base for our estimates. We think
that we can find this in the urban development of Java as one large region,
since the urban growth of Java between 1961 and 1971 probably reflected the
structural tendency in the urbanization.
It seems believable, that the JABOT ABEK - area will get this

urb~~

tendency.

For this assumption we take two considerations into account :
1. the migration stop of Jakarta (in fact it is a migration selection !) will, once
effective, switch off the incidental factors, which until now determined the migration to Jakarta, 2. the surroundings of Jakarta will, as a result of the urbanization which is going on, obtain the pull-characteristics of urban areas.

: 14.

,

THE EFFECT OF MIGRATION ON THE POPULATION GROWTH1 Of JABOTABEK
IN 1985 AND 2000
PENGARUH MIGRASI TERHADAP PERTUMBUHAN PENDUDUK JABOTABEK
PADA TH. 1985 DAN TH. 2000

16 MLN

llJ

10 MLN

& MLN

1985

- 69 -

migration rate,as
urban areas Java
(until 1985)

less pull later

In chapter II, par. 1 we saw, that the urban increase of Java between 1961 and
1971 was 4,1% per year. We estimated the total population growth of Java
(2,1 %per year) as the natural increase. So we can roughly say that the migration-increase of the urban areas of Java has been almost 2 % per year. We shall
use this percentage for the period 1971 - 1985.
For the period 1985 - 2000 we estimate a lower migration-rate for the big urban areas, namely 1,5 % per year. For that period we expect that the pull-factors of the bigger cities have weakened, like it can be seen now in western
countries.
One has to be aware that these percentages contain not only the migration itself, but also the natural increase of the migrants.

estimates for
migration surplus

Since we suppose that JABOT ABEK will operate
system, we will apply our speculations upon the
BEK as a whole. The result of this is shown in
For 1971 - 1985 the estimated migration surplus
2000 this surplus is estimated at 5,2 mln.
Table 13 :

more and more as one urban
migration, only to JABOTAboth table 13 and figure 14.
becomes 2,2 mln, for 1971-

.

The effect of migration upon the population growth of JABOTABEK in 1985
and 2000 (2 x 1.000.000).

Population
excl. migration

Population
Incl. migration

19 71

7,0 min.

( 1985)

(9,9 min.)

7,0 min.
,(12,1 min.)

2000

13,1 min.

18,3 mln.

6,1 min.

11,3 min.

Total increase 1971- 2000

Households in 1985 and 2000.
To demonstrate the effect of the estimated population growth we will also try
to translate these estimates in households. In chapter II, section 1, we saw that
the households (according to the way of counting by the census, which are in
fact counting the number of kitchens) are bigger in the urban than in the rural
areas.
We made there the assumption, that this reflects the poverty of the migrants
and the shortage of dwellings in the fast growing cities.
If so, we can expect that in the future, if incomes rise and the lack of dwellings
is solved, the average size of households will decrease, like it can be seen in
some European countries in the last decades, as well as in Asian cities like
Singapore.

Figure

1

Gam bar
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LABOUR FORCE INDEX AND SECTORAL EMPLOYMENT RATES IN JABOTABEK
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So we will assume that the average number of persons per household will be
5 in 1985, and 4 in 2000; (now : 5,4 in Jakarta, 5,1 in ·Bo-Ta-Bek)
The result of this assumption applied to the estimated population can be seen m
table 14.
Table 14

Number of households in JABOTABEK in 1985 and 2000

Based on population excl. migration
Based on population incl. migration

exponential growth
of dwelling demand

1985

2000

1.980.000

3.275.000

2.420.000

4.575.000

Since these figures actually reflect the need of dwellings, they give an impression of the tremendous task for housing in the future, when we recall only
the poor situation of the housingstock, mentioned in chapter II.

Labour force.
workers for
industrial sites

At last we will try to get an idea of the labour force in the future. The
main purpose of this is to get some impression of the amount of workers
in the industrial sector, which need industrial sites.
For our calculations we will use the estimates of the labour force index and
of the distribution of the labour force over the different sectors of employment, shown in figure 15.
Since these calculations can only be very rough, we will not make a distintion between male and female, and we will use rounded off figures.

1971

1985

2000

Labour force index *)

30%

35%

40%

primary sector
secondary sector
tertiary sector

20%

10%

5%

15%

30%

35%

65%

60%

60%

* labour force in percentage of the total population
In chapter II we saw that the labour force index (labour force in percentage
of total population) is still low, approximatelly 30 %, and in this percentage
there is a great disguised unemployment. So we consider an index of 35 %
in 1985, supposing of course that this figure also covers reasonable employment.
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The 40 % in 2000 must be considered as a maximum, taking into account
that by that time school-;~.ge will have increased and pension-age will have
decreased.
The distribution of the labour-force over the three sectors in 1970
an estimate based on the figures of the previous paragraph.

IS

m fact

In chapter II we motivated our assumption, that the share of the secondary
sector will remain limited. The doubling of the percentage from 1971 until
1985 is already a high estimate. Since the primary sector (agriculture and
fishery) has its limitations in an urban area, we have kept the employment in
this sector almost constant at the absolute level of 1971. A big part of the
labour force will have to find work in the tertiary sector.
Table 15 gives the application of these percentages to the estimated population.
Table 15

Estimate of the labour force of JABOTABEK in 1985 and 2000 (x 1.000).

1985

Excluding
migration
LABOUR FORCE
Primary sector
Sec:ondlrry sector
Tertiary sector

3.500

Including
migration
4.200

2000
Including.
migration
migration
Excludin~

5.200

7.300

350

400

260

300

l.OSO

1.300

1.840

2.500

2.100

2.500

3.100

4.500

Ottly a part of the labour force in the secondary sector needs factory-sites, in
the sense of large industrial areas of 50 ha. and more, separated from the
housing aroas.
Based on the experience in western countries this part (working in ~asic and
polluting industry and in larger establishments of more than 50 labour places)
can be estimated for Indonesia at 50 % at the utmost.
The rest will find work in construction, public utilities, handicraft and smallindustry, ihcluding home industry, for which the needed space can be better
integrated in the housing areas.
So the industrial labour force that needs separate industrial areas can, related to
the different assumptions about the population growths, be expected at 500.000
up to 650.000 in 1985 and 900.000 up to 1.250.000 in the year of 2000.

Chapter IV
Technical Analysis
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more detailed
study still to be
done

TECHNICAL ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION

The aim of this chapter is to analyse and evaluate the technical data of JABQ.TABEK.
The results of the evaluation have to be taken into account as basic - conditions
in Chapter VI, dealing with the deconcentration - model.
It has to be mentioned that only few data are directly available. For the rest
they have been gathered from different . kinds of maps and from. information
provided by the Bapcmkas. There are, however, still considerable lacks.
Actually this report, dealing with the macro-scale of the metropolitan- area, can
only give global information. The technical aspects, which we will investigate,
have to be examined more into details on the micro-scale of settlements and
neighbourhoods.

Section 1

L an d u s e

The main structure of landuse can be seen on the landuse- map, which will be
used as basic map at the same time.(SeeMap III Existing Landuse, next page).

Kampungs
As it has already been me;ntioned in chapter II, a substantial part of the planning·

spectrum of
densities

area is occupied by kampungs.
The actual picture of the kampung c~n show many tii'fterences, depending on its
density, which is again connected with the still rural or more urban character
of the kampung.
Unfortunately there are no detailed data available of the differences m density
of the kampungs. This means that the indication "ka.aupung" on the map covers
densities from 500 up to: approximately 20 persons per ha.
The most densely populated kampungs are to be found in Jakarta. The built- up
area of Jakarta covers about 120 km2, within a radius of 6 km. from the Merdeka Square. This area, partly consisting of kampungs has an average density of·
333 persons per ha. 1)
.
According to the analysis of PCD, the main reason of this high density is the
small margin of income disposable for transport. The densities decrease when th~
distance from the centre of Jakarta increases.·
But also along the borders of Jakarta the densities of the kampungs, mainly of
urban character, are considerably high.
This is reflected in the rather high population densities of kecamatans, bordering
D.K.I., like Batu Ceper, Cimanggis, Ciledug, Bekasi, (see map II, Chapter Ill).
Other concentrations of kampungs with obviously high densities are to be found
, in and round Bogor, Cibinong and Depok. The scattering of kampungs outside
the main ribbons is less and because of the more rural character of those areas,
their densities will probably be much lower than those of the kampungs located
in .~e ribbons, Jakarta - Bogor, Jakarta -Tangerang, and Jakarta - Bekasi.
1)

Sec PCD, Preliminary Report I 8, part II.
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. kampung improve-..
ment reduces densities

prevent kampung
growth bordering
DKI
upgrading kampuns'S far from
Jakarta

For~ tt e kampungs of Jakarta, improvement - programs are going on and neXt to that
"sites and services" are prepared by PCD.
For our subject it is imponant that those improvement - programs usually .reduce
the densities, and that the "sites and services", proposed by PCD~ show a substantially lower net density than the existing kampungs. 2)
As far as it is known, there are not yet programs for the un-planned kampungs,
bordering Jakarta. Nevertheless in the Masterplan of Jakarta as well as in the preparatory plan for the metropolitan area by Bappemda, . these kampongs are covered
by greenbelts. It will not be easy ·to transform the kampongs round Jikana
D.K.I. into. green.!f!ts. But neither will it be easy to transform them into new
setdements, since firsdy this would mean a not attractive new ring of
setdements round Jakarta and secondly because the prices of land to be obtained
(1000 - 1500 Rp.) will make new lowcost housing impossible.
t
Our impression is, that, although some improvements of these kamplUlgS will be
necessary, a further growth has to be prevented and that in the long run a shifting
of their population towards new setdements has to be pursued.

· The urban kampungs at further distance from Jakarta can be upgraded ~nd integrated in new setdements. The rural kampungs can keep their agrax:ian character
or, if necessary, they can also be integrated in new sctdements.
Ricefields

technical
irrigation-projects
to be ·reserved

A considerable part of the metropolitan area consists of irrigated ricefidds, which
supply a big share of the rice - consumption of the region. Tht main areas, entirely
technically irrigated • are to be found north of the road J akart,a - Tan~erang and
north of the road Jakarta
Bekasi.
·
Since big investments are going on "on b~alf of the rehabilitation anti ,.xtensification of the irrigation - systems. a map is added, which shows the irriganon - projects
of Pelita I (See Map IV).
The two main projects ~covering the two areas mentioned above are :
I

.

area in· ha
VII
VI

Tarum Barat
Cisadane

80.984
40.643

investment x 1 min. Rp.
3.050
1.6:;4

Because these are important rice - areas, which need big investments, we think
that they, for a long term, also have to be reserved for agrarian purposes.
The irrigation - projects between Jakarta and Bogor will be probably entirely or
pardy, needed for a longer or shoner term for urban extensions.
In fact the grow~ ing town of Depok is located in the projects· Cisadane - Empang
(II). The project Ciliwung- Katu Lapa (Ill) covers partly already planned industrial
areas. The small project Cikeas (I) too with a high investment- rate 1will surely be
neede4 for extension of Bekasi.

2)

PCD. Pnliminuy Repon I A, Olapter IX : 250 pcrson1 per ha, in the neipbourhood.
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Estates

future value unclear

Estates are spread over the whole area south of the line Bekasi - Tangerang.
The larger plantation are located in the western part of the planning area in the
kecamatans Serpong, Gunung Sindur, Semplak and Ciampea. As far as it is
known, they are mainly rubber-estates. The value of the plantations in the future
is not quite clear. Local authorities said that - since they are old and not very
productive estates - they have lost their value and can be used for urban settlements. On the other hand rehabilitation of rubber - estates has been proposed,
because of the again increasing demand for rubber in the world- market, 3)

Forest

extension of forests

Only a small part south of Bogor is covered with forest.
Since the forest protects the slopes of those mountains against erosion, extension
is desirable.

Section 2.

structure featured
by many rivers

Suitabili ty

for

Building

The geomorphologic structure of the metropolitan area is characterized by the
many rivers, running from the southern mountains into the sea, which put down
volcanic tuff in the southern part of the area, and clay with sand along the coast,
as well as in the river beds. This concerns, from west to east the following rivers :
Kali Mauk, Cipekajon, Cisadane, Kali Angke, Kali Grogol, Kali Krukut, Ciliwung,
Cipinang, Kali Sunter, Kali Cakung, Kali Bekasi. 4)
The hydrologic situation is in broad lines :
a small
a zone
a zone
water layers

admissable pressure

5>

zone of brackish groundwater along the coast,
of shallow groundwater north of the line Ciputat - Setu,
of areas with a deficiency of groundwater or with relatively deep
between the line Ciputat - Setu and Bogor.

The load-carrying capacity of the ground can be very roughly described as
follows : 6 >
north of the line Bekasi - Banjircanal - Tangerang is the load-carrymg
capacity 0,2 - 0,5 kg per cm2; on varying depths of 8 until 15 ·meter sandlayers
of 1 4 m thickness are found.

a

South of this line the load-carrying capacity vanes from 0,8 - 1,2 kg per
cm2.
3)

Ontwikkelingsplan West Java, part II) page 15

4)

Map General Rocks Disaibution, Bappemda West Java

S)

Map Topografi, Hidrologi and Bahan Galian, &ppemda West Java

6)

Information by an expert of Direktorat Tata Bangunan, P.U.T.L.
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This means that in the northern part brick buildings will always need foundations
and multi - storev huildine: deep piles.
Since structure without foundation1 can only be built on ground with a load
carrying capacity of 3 kg per cml and over., foundations are still needed in the
southern part, but the cost will be considerably lower. 7 >

suitability criteria

cannot
Based on some criteria we have roughly investigated which areas
used for new settlement :mvhow Thev h:we heen shown on the map.
( See map V : Areas not suitable for settlements. )

be

Slopes
In Indonesia not only the technical difficulties of building on slopes (road etc.),
but also the heavy rainfall have to he taken into account.
As a criterion for building suitability is used a maximum slope of 1 5 %, based on
information of local experts.

Flooded

a r e a s

As it can be expected. the flooded areas are to be found m the north, m the
estuaries of several rivers mentioned before.

R i v e r

b a n k s

As collectors of visible and invisible streams, the river banks are to be considered
as not to be built area. Arterial ground water weakens the load bearing capacity.
Only the Cisadane and the Ciliwung have considerable broad beds, which have to
be taken into account.

Swamps
Swamps (lakt:s filled up with organic material) can only be used for building at
a high cost. This can be necessary e.g. tor roads to avoid more expensive alternative connections.
In general, building on swamps has to be avoided.
The spots, indicatin~ swamps between Bo~or and jakarta, are actually lakes. They
could he used in an attractive way as accentuations in new settlements.

7l

According to information from the Bapp emka.<~ only the area north of the road Tangerang - jakarta
is ·on the map indicated as too soft for building. It seems doubtful, that this applie~ w that whole
area and that there would not be other locations in )ABOTABEK, which are too soft for building
new settlement.
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Pattern

0

f

centres

This section gives the result of a global investigation of the existing pattern
centres in our planning area.

secondary centres

growing towns

kecamatan capitals
"tertiary" centres

of

The "Development Plan West java 1970" proposes for the sake of the regional
Bogor. Tangerang
development a pattern of centres for whole West Java. whert'
and Bekasi are considered as ''secondary' centres within the metropolitan area of
jakarta. Hl
The aim of this section is to find the pattern of centres in the JABOTABEK area beneath thi~ level so, that it can be determined, which places next to Bogor,
Tangerang and Bekasi are suitable to absorb the overspill of Jakarta. In a very
denselv populated re!!ion with wide- spread places, the development of "growing
towns" has to be preferred to the building of complete "new towns". Besides,
by developing ex1stmg places the already existing services and infrastructure can
be used.
For that purpose we have examined the capitals of the kecamatans within the
metropolitan ,m·a. which have more than 5000 inhabitants.
We hJve limned ourselves ro the capitals of rhe lo..el·amaLans IJecause they. being
the administrative centre for their small reg10ns. generally also operate as
"tertiary·· servu.:e centres in a broader sens~·. 9l
The limit of 5000 inhabitants has been used, because only aboYe t:1is number of
population a certain level oi services seems feasible. So 26 centres have been
tested for their functional level and their infrastructure (See Map VI : Pattern of
centres and existmg infrastructure . )

Functional

level

The determination of the functional level of the 26 centres 1s based on the cnteria set up by available dJta.
The centres are represented on th~ map by circles :
the size of the circle indicates the number of inhabitants.
the four sections of the circle show the function, that has been analysed.
the level of the function is marked by different shading.
indicating criteria

The criteria used for determining the functional level are as follows

c.

Commerce

It' level
2e level

dailv market
no daily market

E.

Education

le level
2e level

high school
secondary school

!!)

Ontwikkelingsplan West java I CJ70. part II, chapter V. Kernenhierar..:hie.

9)

One find usually in the capital ol a kecamatan several institutions. like the office of the .:arnat, ~n
nffll·e for religion. an infnnnation -.•rvicr for a~rrkulture, an office )f publi.: works and irrogation. an
agn•ultural bank, P.L..N. ! for electric power), etc.

Table 16: Hierarchy of the capitals of kecamatans in BOTABEK

RANK SIZE

NAME OF CENTRES

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

DEPOK
TAMBUN
CIBITUNG
CIAWI
CURUG
CITEUREUP
BATUCEPER
PONDOKGEDE
CIPUTAT
CIMANGGIS
SERPONG
CIAMPEA
CILEUNGSI
KAMPUNG MELAYU
SEMPLAK
BABE LAN
KEDUNG HALANG
SUDIMARA
CIOMAS
SETU
CEJERUK
CIBINONG
PARUNG
SEPATAN
GUNUNG PUTRI
SAWANGAN

13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.

NUMBER OF INHABITANTS
16.775
17.356
13.500
8.565
10.211
9.920
10.300
10.000
9.067
8.387
6.289
7.658
8.020
7.989
6.299
7.000
6.606
7.922
5.204
7.650
6.559
5.046
5.204
5.184
5.643
5.742
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market as indicator
for welfare level

schools
health centres

public offices

M.

Medical Services

le level
2e level

hospital
health centre

A.

Administration

le level
2e level

post office
police - military office

To a certain extent the market with its activities in the sub - region, is a barometer of a certain level of welfare of the inhabitants and of the local economic
development. Only 8 have a daily market, the others have only one or two
market - days a week.
Education has been increasing the last five years. Nearly in every kecamatan - capital there is a secondary school and in some of them even a high school.
Practically every place has now a health centre, although the quality is not yet
similar every where. The health- centres do not only support the medical service,
but take also an important part in the program of family- planning,.
The post office, which can be found in some of the centres, indicates the importance of the place as centre of communication. The police office which is represented in every capital of the kecamatans, has next to its security task also a
social function.

Infrastructure

railway stations

regular bus stops

water and
electricity

Next to the services the existing infrastructure of the centres has been investigated.
As it can be seen on the map, some of them have a railway station, namely
the places along the four railways : Jakarta - Bogor, Jakarta - Cirebon, Jakarta Serpong- Merak and Jakarta• Tangerang (the last one is used only for transport
of goods now).
Although most of the centres are connected
with metalled roads, only a few
of them have regular bus stations, namely the centres situated on the main
roads Jakarta - Bogor, Jakarta - Tangerang and Jakarta - Bekasi.
The infrastructure in the sense of public utilities, water and electricity. is still
very poor.
Only Bogor and Tangerang have a piped water-system, Bogor 200 L per sec.,
Tangerang 8 L per sec. The others, including Bekasi, have only artesian wells.
Next to the three places Bogor, Tangerang and Bekasi, some of the other centres have electricity : Depok, Tam bun, Ciawi, Batu Ceper, Cimanggis, Kedung
Halang and Cibinong.

Rank

number of inh.

size

Based on the analysis of functional level, existing infrastructure and number of
inhabitants, a rank size of the centres has been made. The method of calculation
that has been used can be found in the appendix. ~ Appendix II : Calculation
of the rank size of the capitals of kecamatans in JABOTABEK).
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The

towns to choose
for extensions
opportunities

re~ult

of rhis calculation can be

~een

on table 16.

The aim of this pattern of centres is twofold.
First of all it facilitates the choice of places, which can be used as "growing
towns".
Secondly this pattern makes clear that the remaining places must get the chance
for further development as tertiary centres in their sub - region.

Section 4.

definition

Existing

projects

There are a number of development projects now being planned or under construction in Jakarta and surrounding area, which we have to consider in planning
the Jakarta Metropolitan Region.
The term "projects" as we use in
this chapter means such undertakings which are aimed at real implementation. and
sponsored by an au thorative Government agency or Private Company. It should
therefore be distinguished from
incidental ideas or unauthorized projects.
We will limit ourselves in this paragraph to discuss only those projects which have
a significant influence in the development of the JABOTABEK area. The followine: are considered the most important projects which will have an influence on
the plan (A. Infrastructure; B. Employment generating projects; C. Jakarta ProJects.
(See map VII).

A.

Infrastructure

(1)

R o a d s

jagorawi highway Project

first phase complete in 197 5

pulls project to
south

Proposed as the first priority highway by the KAMSAX Report 10 > the highway
is presently in the stage of final engineering.
The loan for construction of the highway, which costs approximately
US $ 26.000.000, will be requested from USAID, and it is expected that construction will commence in late 197 3 or early 197 4 and the first phase complete in 1975. It 1s the intention that the new highwav will reduce the traffic
on the existing motor- road between jakarta and Bogor which reached an ADT of
11.059 in 1971 and 1s growing at a rate of.±. 16% a year.
The influence of JAGORAWI on the metropolitan development is obvious : on
the one hand it will improve the communication between Jakarta and its hinterland in the South (and thereby eliminate bottlenecks in the existing networks
between Jal5-arta - Bogor and enlarge the area of influence of Jakarta), and on
the other hand it pulls all the development projects towards the South.

10)

Indonesia highway service survev-report, 1969 - 1970, KAMSAX, Kampman Kierulff and Saxild A.S,
Copenhagen, in association with Louis Berger Inc. U.S.A.
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control 1s urgent

The latter trend is evident from the inclination of most dev:::loprnent projects
to choose their loc~tion South of Jakarta (Mil, Hankam PrJjcct, Industriz,l Estate,
etc.). In view of this fact, there is an urgent need that the Government takes
steps to control the development in this area by taking the future shape ot
Jakarta into consideration.
Further it should be mentioned that the new highway will have the following
effects :

present road
local use

a.
The existing Jakarta - Boger motor- road will be reduced
slower traffic.

release Bogor
city

b.
Internal traffic of Bogor city might also bt· reduced, which gives an opport~tnity to the city of Boger to rearrange its innercity trafhc system (which is
already jammed at this moment).

shift m provisions

limited inter
sections

to

local use and

c.
It might reduce the role of some ex1stmg settlements (for instance Cibinong
as foodstanon), which might shift to the vicinity of the new highway and therefore should be accomodated in the plan.
Since JAGORAWI is designed as an expressway, it should be prevented from
direct- access- to- highway developments and too many interchanges. Therefore.
it has been decided that there will only be limited interchanges and inter sections
along the highway in places indicated

on the map.

Jakarta - Cirebon Highway

construction after
1975

earlier new road
jatinegara - Halim
green corridor

interchange near
Pentagon project

KAMSAX Study also gave four alternative plans for a new motorroad between
Jakarta and Cirebon, of which one has been selected as the most feasible to be
studied further.
The proposed highw:n·. together with four alternatives for a new highway between
Semarang - Surabaya, ts now being studied by Lyons, a US Consultant, and construction will not be earlier than 197 6.
The selected new highway between Jakarta - Cireb~n will join the JAGORAWI
at the interchange between JAGORAWI and the outer ringroad of Jakarta, but
the detail design of the interchange has not been made.
One of the influences of the new Jakarta - Cirebon highway is that it will reduce
the traffic in the existing road which is recorded to have an ADT of 6.488 (Jakarta-· Cikampek) in 1971 with an average growth of almost 50% a year. As a temporary
measure, the Directorate General of Highway and Bridges (BINA MARGA) has
proposed a new road from Polonia Jatinegara to the East. The first phase of this
new road will connect the existing Jakarta by-pass-highway with Halim airport,
which will be used as a transitional international airport. Another plan was proposed by the DEPOK team concerning the new Jakarta - Cirebon highway, which
they consider as a possible barrier to the contiguous growth of the existing builtup area of Jakarta, and therefore suitable for a green corridor on both sides of
the highwa.y. Attention should be given in the design of the interchange of this
highway and JAGORAWI, since it coincides with the location of the Indonesian
Pentagon ]Project.

-91Jakarta - Merak Highway

:asibility study

roposal new road
angerang - Jakarta

Although the traffi{; between Jakarta - Merak is less in comparison with the traffic
between Jakarta - Bogor and Jakarta - Bekasi, it is the fastest growing traffic
among the three hie-hwav. with a rate of 60% a year. The present ADT is 5.416
(1971) compared with 2.381 in 1969. A Japanese team is presently studying the
feasibility of reconstruction of the existing 120 km highway between jakarta Merak, and no definite commitments have been made yet on any time schedule
"for construction.
The most important question is : How does this road fit into the other highways
previously mentioned ? It seems that there is already an answer to that question as
indicated in the plan, proposed by the German Transportation Study Team (JMATS). 11 >
The German team proposed to build a new road between Tangerang and Jakarta,
which will join in the outer ring-road of Jakarta and thus connecting the Tangerang - Merak road with the new Jakarta - Cirebon highway. The outer ringroad of Jakarta has among others the purpose to connect the Southern part of
Jakarta with the planned new international airport at Cengkareng.
As the traffic volume between jakarta - Tangerang is the most dense traffic, it
seems that the JMATS plan is right and should be supported.

Road between Depok -Jakarta, and Depok - Existing jakarta- Bogor Road.

upgrading road
East from Depok
first priority

later only upgrading
road Depok - Jakarta

later on connection
with J agorawi

In connection with the development of Depok, it was proposed by the Depok
team to give first priority in upgrading the existing road connecting Depok with
the existing Jakarta - Bogor road in the East. This proposal is not in line with
}MATS plan, which gives the first priority to the road connecting Depok with the
road Jakarta - Parung. The inconsistency is possibly due to the fact that the
plan of Depok came later, and the proposal of the DEPOK team should be taken
with all its underlying assumptions. In the light of these assumptions, the Depok
plan reserved the upgrading of Depok - Lentengagung - Jakarta road for a
later phase, since there is a fear that the development of this road will invite an
intensive ribbon development along the road. Both the Depok plan and )MATS
agreed that the connection of the East-West road between the existing jakarta Bogor highway and }AGORAWI should only be done at a later phase along with the
increase of traffic density on the road connecting Depok and both existing highways between jakarta - Bogor.

(2).

only electrification
of Jakarta - Bogor
track

R a i 1w a y

Due to time pressure, the JABOT ABEK team was unable to collect sufficient data
on railway development in the JABOTABEK region. The team is only aware that
there is a plan to use the existing Jakarta - Bogor rail track for electric trains
only beginning 1974. The existing track will be used up to its maximum capacity
and this track is not likely to be doubled in the near future. The capacity of the
track can be increased by higher frequencies and by using more (max. 7) coaches
11)

jakarta Metropolitan Area Transportation Study (}MATS).
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single track limited

per train, which will, increase the capacity to 560 passengers per train. This means
that capadty to accomodate commuters between Bogor - Jakarta will be very
limited, and unless improvements are made in other public transport it will not
be advisable to encnurage the growth of new towns without strong, employment
base.
(3).

international airport

complications for
transport systems

Airport

Due to its densely populated surrounding, it is considered unfeasible to expand
the international airport of Kemayoran to accomodate the rapid 'increase of international and domestic air traffic to Jakarta. Therefore, the Government has
decided to build a new airport at Cengkareng. During the construction of the new
airport, it has been planned to build Halim, the existing military air-base, as temporary international airport, while leaving Kemayoran for domestic use only. Cengkareng will later be used for both international and domestic traffic, and Kemayoran will only be used for offices and other public use.
.
It seems that the decision of Cengkareng as the site of the new airport has been made.
However, it should be mentioned that according to a private study the new airport will
generate a huge amount of traffic which will in a short term require a new four-lane highway to accomodate if bottlenecks within the existing road transportation system is to be
prevented. 12 > A rail~ay connection could be thought of. So far as road transport is
concerned a location on the eastern side of the metropolitan area appears be more
feasible. 13 >
.
Effects of pollutions should also be taken into account in locating and detailing the
airports. 14>

to

pollutions

(4).
water supply DKI
Kabupaten Bogor

Supply

An additional supply of 3.000 liters/second of water is planned for Jakarta in the
first Five Year Plan. Most of them have been completed. With this additional
supply DKI and Cipta Karya have agreed that 500 liters/second of water supply
now existing from Bantar Kambing source (Bogor) can be taken to supply the
need of industrial and residential development South of Jakarta.

B.
employment
outside city

Water

E m p 1o y m e n t

Generat i ng

Pr oj ect

The most potential force for deconcentration of population is to create employment centres as much as possible outside the city.
There are many projects being planned by the Government or by private companies in the surrounding area of Jakarta. The irrigation projects, which belong
to this category have already been mentioned. The most important of the potential employment creating projects next to these are the following.
12)
13)
14).

The Pearsons-Report estimates the "Design Hourly Volume" in 1990 at 5640 vehicles. Since a four lane
highway can handle 2.300 - 3.000 vehicles per hour, the new airport would in future need two of such hipways!
,
Also proposed in the Devdopment Plan of West java, because of the distances to the settlements and
the expected spreading of the traffic. generated by the new airport
,
In case of location at Cikarang the pollution will partly be above the java' Sea; however this may
effect . the values of the Thousand Islands.
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only cement factory
Citeureup definite

IndustriaI

E states

Cibinong - Jagorawi Industrial Estate : A feasibility study has been completed to
devdop an area of 5.000 hectares in Cibinong for industrial estate. No definite
plan exists yet regarding the construction schedule of the project and what the
most feasible size is to be developed in the first phase, since it seems that the total
projected area is too large for the present development. There is a definite plan
to build a 300.000 tons annual capacity of cement factory in Citeureup, East of
the Jagorawi highway.
Industrial Location map of the provmce of West Java.

fixing industrial
sites

The provincial government of West Java has recently (in 1972) fixed several industrial areas in West Java. So far they are located in the metropolitan area they
have been mentioned on the map, and according to this source with first, respectively second priority.
le priority

(2).

long term project

generating traffic

2e priority

Bo
Ta
Bek

1.060 ha
1.146 ha
1.524 ha

600 ha
600 ha
800 ha

BoTaBek

3.730 ha

2.000 ha

Other Employment Generating Projects.

Miniature Indonesia Project : A tourist project comparable to TIMLAND m
Bangkok has been planned in the area of jakarta (see Map . VII for location).
One hundred hectares of land has been acquired to be developed in the first
phase with possible extension to 200 ha. We estimate that the project would at
least provide employment for 2.000 workers since 2.000 houses for workers are
incorporated in the proposed plan. The progress of the project seems to be slow
as the project is financed by private capital and is considered as a long term development project.
Pentagon Indonesia Project : The idea of the project is to build a head quarter
for the armed forces similar to Pentagon in the USA. A total area of 250 hawill be developed accomodating between 18.000 - 30.000 civilian and military
employees.
The project is planned to be completed in 1980. A clover leaf
bridge will be built at the nearby interchange which will give direct access to
the project. It was mentioned in the plan that 4.000 traffic will be generated
daily by the project !
As most of the above mentioned projects are still in the planning stage, and no

integrate residential
and working areas

definite commitments of a time schedule for its construction have been decided
it is difficult at this stage to forecast precisely the influence of those projects
on the future development of the metropolitan system. It is desirable that an
integrated development of industrial and residential area be planned for each site
so as to reduce traffic from home to work journey.
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C.

Jakarta

Projects

In addition to the above mentioned projects, there are a number of projects located within the administrative boundaries of jakarta (DKI), which are important
from the point of view of developing the JABOT ABEK region. The projects
include :
(1) F 1 o o d

later potential sites
at rather high costs

A Dutch consultant team, (Nedeco- Drainage and Flood Control- Project)· is presently studying the problems of flooding in jakarta. _
Their interim report 15) gives the following relevant suggestions. For the areas in
the west and east of the city, which are presently liable to flooding, proposals
are given to cope with this flooding. The area in the west up to the river· Angke is .
proposed as the first phase, and the area in the east up to Cakung as the second
and third phase. Three large polders (diked marshes) would be created, totalling a
area of 5.600 ha, and a further area of similar size would become self-draining.
Only for areas smaller than 50 ha an alternative could be land filling, but for
areas larger than 500 ha a polder system would be cheaper, amounting to about
500 Rp per m2, including costs of acquiring land for the new canals.
Since it is estimated that 15 - 20 years would be required to complete this work
and because of the big pre-investments, which are needed before the !and will be
suitable for building, the conclusion has to be, that a large potential building area
of jakarta will be available only at a later stage, and probably at rather high
costs.
(2)

Pulogadung in
second phase

commuters or
satelites

C on t r o 1

In d u st ria1 Est at es

The biggest industrial estate under construction is the PU LOGADUNG industrial
estate, covering an area of 517 ha. The development of PULOGADUNG will be
divided into three phases. There are already 64 industries located in this area and
they have entered into the second phase of implementation of the estates.
A total investment of US. $. 32 million is under negotiation for the project.
In addition to PULOGADUNG some other industrial estates projects have been
planned which a.o. include Caracas, Tangerang, etc. industrial estates. The government of DKI mentioned 5.000 ha to be, the limit of industrial areas that can be provided by jakarta.
In view of the existing interest of both DKI and West Java .Provincial government
to develop industrial estates in the JABOT ABEK region, there are two possibilities
of developing this region : first, to give priority for industrial employment growth
in Jakarta and begin with deconcentration of jakarta population to the surround-

15)

Preliminary Master Plan for Drainage and Flood Control of Jakarta Raya,
November 1972.
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deconcentration of
population and
employment centres

ing centres, which means that we would encourage commuters to Jakarta. And
secondly, to develop employment centers as much as possible in the surrounding
area of Jakarta and encourage the development of self-contained satelite cities. It
seems that for the time being the best possibility is to· find a compromise solution
which means a simultaneous development of both .Possibilities.

(3) Housing
few low cost housing

kampong improve
ment site and
services
t.lso programs
outside DKI

igh income project

ixed centres to be
upported by rich

The government has just started a. pilot. project of low income housing for journalists in Jakarta (PWI) situated in CIPI,li.JAN(i .·.MUA.RA area. With only a few exceptions of army housing, there is not a~y signjffca,Q;~ ,projected of low income housing
The municipal government of Jakarta has be~h \.:Very active in Kampung improvement projects, and studies are now going on for a site and services and kampung
improvement programs with the technical assistance of the World Bank (UDS Project). Several areas in and also outside Jakarta have been identified as suitable
for development of this type of programs in Jakarta. It is expected that a final
outcome of the study will be ready in June 1973.
By authorities of the kabupaten of Bogor is mentioned a housing- project on the
south-west border of Jakarta, initiated by a private group ; the project is called
"Angel- town" ; the impression is that it will only fit the higher income-class.
Most of the existing housing projects in Jakarta are for middle and high income
groups. As most of these income groups have their own transportation, it is likely
that further movement of these people to the suburban areas will occur. Therefore
new centers should be developed to attract these people to live outside the existing built-up areas also.
(4).

upgrading networks

Projects

Electricity

Within the framework of the IDA -loan, activities have been started to rehabilitate
and improve the distribution network of Jakarta;
the switch of secondary voltage from the present 110 V to one phase of 220 V and three phases of 380 V
started in the Tebet area. Due to a crisis of electric power, the 2 x 50 MW
Steam Electric Plant have been completed at the end of 1972 (Priok PLTU Plant).
A new 1 x 20 MW Steam Electric Plant is planned to be completed in the third
quarte of 1973 - 1974. For further improvements of Jakarta distribution system
and transmission networks around Jakarta a second loan of US. $. 40.000.000 has
been agreed by the Worldbank (IDA).

ChapterV
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CHAPTER V

analysis of concepts
and evaluation

EXISTING CONCEPTS AND

101 -

STANDARDS.

This chapter reviews concepts relevant for planning and development m the Metropolitan area of Jakarta. They are plans, that cover the JABOTABEK - area or a
substantial part of it.
The concepts will be analysed on their relevant information and, as far as possible,
on the way in which conclusions are made. This information will be evaluated in·
relation to the urbanization problems in JABOT ABEK.
The second section gives standards for urban landuse.

Section 1

Existing

Concepts

The following concepts will be reviewed
A.

Regional Planning

(1) jakarta Metropolitan Regional Plan. 1965, DTKD.
(2) Development Plan West java. 1970, DTH - DTKD
(3) Development Plan Surroundings jakarta, 1972, Bappemda.

B.

City Planning

(4) Masterplan jakarta 1965 - 1985, DKI- Jakarta.
(5) Masterplan Bogor, 1969- Kotamadya Bogor, Bappemko.
(6) Depok Plan, 1973, DTKD.

ection for control

A.

Regional Planning

(1)

Jakarta Metropolitan Regional Plan, 1965, DTKD.

1>

In a period that many government projects in the metropolitan area were planned,
the Directorate of City and Regional Planning was in charge of making a general
conception to give direction to existing agencies for controlling the development
in the area towards a more efficient metropolitan system.
(See figure 16 a).
The aim wa~ to program and locate a number of projects in such a way, that
support is g1ven to better functional relations in the metropolitan system.

eneral goal

elevant programs

The general conception of the plan is slightly a mixture of expectatiom, describing,
explicit objectives and existing projects, with as general goal
security ot the phySical, social and economic development of Jakarta.
Relevant programs for the so called "direct impact region"
which in fact
covers almost the whole JABOTABEK- area, were :
regulation of ribbon development alongside the main roads from Jakarta to
Bogor, Tangerang and Bckasi.
regulation ot landuse and land development in those regions.
deconccntration of functions from Jakarta towards the surroundings.
usc of existing centres of activities with their different characteristics.
I)

An .. nglish summary of this plan
City anJ Ro:g•onal Planning.

wa'

pubhsheJ in 1967,

publikasi 14 of the Directurato: of
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objectives

rationalize system

jakarta highest level.

deconcentrate to
Bogor

Bogor pull - centre
workers dormitory
regional recreation

These programs are workt:d out in several (sometimes implicitely stated) obJectives.
of which the following have to be taken into consideration, with some comments
jakarta will have to face more development pressure from its concentration
of act1v1t1es and functions at national level.
Agglomeration factors can also be found in the environmePt of jakarta : a process of decentralization of some national functions to the environment has
started.
The system of those functions and their field of service should be rationalized.
Service functions. such as service industry, transito trade, recreation etc. now
sprouting alongside the main roads to jakarta, should be prevented to become a
hazard for fast traffic and social developmc:nt of the region.
jakarta should remain the main centre with the highest level of services for its
env1ronment.
Bogor should relieve the pressure of jak::u ta by rece1vmg part of the deconcentration of national functions, because the fac-ilities are ad..:quate. During a
transition period it should receive functions related to the existing ones (botanical
garden, research centres, university, government agencies), as long as they do not
overload the town. Development should be controlled in ruch a way. that Bogor
can serve as a dormitorv town for jakarta.
Bogor may work as a pull factor to establish dormitories at Cipajung etc.
oriented to Jakarta.
When employment is created at Cibinong, part of the workers can live in Bogor,
till Cibinong is matured as urban residential centre.
Bogor remains a regional centre of recreation, provid:d that the Bogor Masterplan
1s a part of the Metropolitan System.
University - town
The thought of such a new settlement, an abandoned project, still deserves
attention.

planned settlements

Cibinong, Citeureup. Groups of population centres are planned to become an
urban agglomeration ot d1tterent functions : fruit market, fruit industry, industry
for building materials with resources nearby ; objectives which deserve attention !
(National Research Centre : abandoned project).

potentialities

Serpong and Benda. Isolated, limited potentialities as a town.
Further developments to 1'e limited/discouraged. Since Seq)ong is on the railroad
jakarta - Sumatera it may have s:>me potentialities !

Improvements

Bekasi, Tangerang. Possibility to stimulate economic actlvltles with jakarta.
In 1965 the objective was to leave them on a "statusquo" basis ; the towns
should improve their infrastructure with local funds.

facilities elsewhere

Ribbon developments alongside roads to Bogor, Tangerang and Bekasi planned
as statusquo regions, where development control will be very restrictive.
Selection of those functions along these roads that can be encouraged to move
to well-planned urban development areas with basic facilities.

relations j agorawi

Jagorawi- highway is "limited accc:;s express way". Planned for regional
traffic through West Java, also as commuter traffic for Bogor. Relation with
new population developments to be evaluated.

restrictive control

Figure 16 a .

?165.
Jakarta Metropolitan Regional plan
( Publikasi nr. 14, page - 8 - 1967 ).

a. ·

"Giving an opportunity to the infrastructure to be ready for the
planned development of jakarta and its environment to establish
"jakarta Planning Authority" who bas the authority to coordinate
development plans, to control developments, to intiate and stimulate. developments, to synchronize programs of Government agencies, which bas some connectton with the physical development .
within the region directly influenced (d!rect impact region) by the
development of jakarta.

b.

Giving an opportunity to make long term Development Plans based
on detailed and broad investigations, in which the jakarta development problems are viewed with regard to the problem of balanced
urban development throughout Indonesia.

c.

Giving an opportunity to do transitional measures to integrr.t · 'levelopments within the direct' impact region towards a "Metrepolitan System" and to stabilize eventual developments within the
"problem · areas ".

- 105 Depok area to be ..kept as "status quo" ; revised now by new Depok plan.
upgrade railway

implementation

Railway Jakarta - Bogor
Redevelopment plan to cope with commuter traffic and increasing volume of goods,
in connection with Bogor as a dormitory town.
Coordination and synchronization of dte work for planning and programming, among the many agencies.
Implementory measures for (chosen) developments under jurisdiction of .the authorities concerned.
Since it is clearly understood, that it takes time to achieve all the mentioned
objectives, a period of "tr;msition and stabilization" has been proposed in the
plan, during which the following - still always very actual (!) - measures should
have been taken. 2 > (See figure 16 b).
Neither the maps nor the explication of the plan give information about
capacity of the metropolitan area for new settlements.

the

Development Plan West Java, 1970, OTH - DTKD. 3)
This plan was the first to give an overall view of a possible physical development
on long term (30 years) for the whole of Western Java, including D.K.I.- Jakarta.
Also a stage in this development at medium term (after 15 years) was presented,
showing,- as the introduction to the plan say -that development planning is a
time - related process.
(2)

medium term stage
d,; :,·ed from
long term view

physical model
to be adapted

main goals

After a broad analysis of developments in natural environment, population, employment and production, physical infrastructure and pattern of centres, the general
conclusions result in a model for physical development : not being one ~..boice
from possible alternatives, but a model that has to be adapted and worked out
with new knowledge. The report, not explicitely using the method of goalsetting,
is in fact based on some general goals, which are worked out in several objectives
and targets.
The main goals are as follows :
For Western Java as a whole the physical development has to be planned
for the expected population of 33
34 million in 1985 and 40
42 million
in 2.000.
It is presumed that the population of the cities would continue to increase.
The forecast implies that the proportion of the population, living in urban areas,
which is estimated at . 30 %, (including areas where urban influences are strong)
will increase during the first stage to between 40 and 45 % and during the second stage to around 50 %.

a

urban growth

spreading
population

a

To achieve a more equilibrious spreading of population, the possibility is
tentatively suggested of an "internal transmigration" to the less dense coastal
areas of West Java, but the feasibility of this goal is doubted for the first stage.
196~

2)

Publikasi nr. 14,

3)

This plan is until now only published in Dutch, entitled "Ontwikkelingsplan West Java, 1970", but
an Indonesian publication is provided under the title of "Rencana Pembangunan Jawa Barat, 1970".

page 8.

Figure 17 a.

"The multiplicity of functions, the great number of new industries and tbe continuing attraction of jakarta as the capital of the count'Y render it unlikely that
its expansion can be checked.
For this reason the plan assumes the countinuous growth of jakarta.
For the first stage an annual growth rate of 5 % is assumed. For the second stage
when other towns will have started to thrive, a lower rate of growth is expected,
i.e. 2,5% per annum. Base on these assumptions the urban area of jakarta which
now contains an estimated 6 million people will comprise 12 to 13 million inhabitants around the year 2000.
In the plan, the expansion of jakarta takes the form of belts of urban centres
through which the present urban region is gradually to be unified. This. will deflect
pressure from the central region to urban zones in an eastern, western and southern
direction. The model makes use of existing ribbon development, which at present
bas no proper structure, but could be suitably integrated into an urban belt development.
The best possibilities are offered by the belt running in a southern direction towards Bogor. Here we find alread:y the urban centre of Depok, the milita'Y set
tlement of Cijantung and the urban centre of Cibinong. Furthermore, some new
elements have already been planned for this zone such as the Cibinong industrial
area, the National Research Centre with an atomic centre, and a university city.
Residential and working areas can be linked in with a good communication system cinsisting of the old road to Bogor for internal communications mainly for
slow traffic, the two new roads on the eastern and western side and the existing
railway line. The scenery of this belt, a billy tract. offers attracti'IJe possibilities
for town planning. The firm type of soil makes building relatively cheap.
Development on the eastern and western side will have to be based on the existing centres of Bekasi and Tanggerang. On the eastern side this will connect up
with the industrial areas of jakarta: the high ground-water level on the western
side, means that this area will have to remain an open unbuilt zone.
The expansion of the city should go band in band with a deconcentration of
functions c:nd institutations, including parts of the government machinery __(Bogor ),
industry (Cibinong), teaching and research (unwersity city and the National Research Centre), and transport (to the new airport). To retain unity of structure
and communications in the belt conurbation, development of urban cent:·qs outside the belts, such as Serpong, sbould be discouraged.
The expansion of the urban area requires administrative coordination. In view of
its prima"' interests, jakarta Raya should be given control of this coordination "
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pattern of centres

objectives

Although the model makes use of the existing urban centres, an urbanization
pattern, which is new in two respects, is presented.
Firstly a greater disposal of urban development would be attained by strengthening
the pattern of urban centres and their regions and secondly the creation of urban
areas outside the towns would make it possible to arrive at a more differentiated
structure of towns and urban areas, with their own characteris~cs.
Those general goals of urbanization are for 'the JABOT ABEK -area worked out
in the sense of objectives in the following way. 4 1 (See figure 17 a).
Figure 17 b : shows the main shape of physical development as the plan proposed
for this area. (See next page).
Comment
The Development Plan West Java is for the structure of JABOTABEK m line
with most of the goals and objectives of the fonner plan of 1965.

linear development

railroad coMections

Serpong potentials

Bogor effective start
ltart also extensions
Tangerang and Bekasi

different densities

An important objective of the plan is the linear city development, supporting on
its tum the objective of an optimal and efficient use of the communication-line
as well as the objective of own identity of the different new settlements.
An objective of the plan is to connect new residential and working areas with
the railroad Bogor- Jakarta, mainly between the two new roads Jagorawi and
Jakarta- Parung- Bogor, while the old road Bogor- Jakarta would serve more
local (slow) traffic.
Discouraging the development of Serpong, stated in both plans of 1965 and 1970
could be critiszed on the basis of their own objectives, since this ·place is connected with a main railroad and can well become an identifiable town.
Seen from goals for regional development it may be more effective to start the
development from Bogor, as advised in the plan of 1965. The plan of 1970
emphasizes more on the development from the sides of Jakarta, however its
objective for development east and west of Jakarta is to start from Bekasi and
Tangerang.
Concerning the capacity of the JABOTABEK- area in the Development Plan West
Java, 1970, the following has to be mentioned.
Supporting the goal of "differentiation in environmental characteristics" the
model plans have two different densities : 20 and 30 dwellings per ha, corresponding with 100 and 1SO persons per ha.
The (schematic) blocks, which have been used in the model, are therefore units
of 150.000 respectively 200.000 inhabitants.

4)

Ontwikkellnpplan West Java, 1970, part I, pase 9- 11.
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The total capacity of Jabotabek in the plan can be calculated as follows :
new settlements outside Jakarta- city : 17 x 200.000
12 x 150.000
t o t a 1
Jakarta- city .............................................................. .
population outside new settlements ........................ ..

=

3,4 min
1,8 mln.

=

=
1

a

5,2 min.
5,0 min.
2,0 min.

So the total capacity of JABO'JABEK is approximately 12 million inhabitants.
Based on that number of population the needed industrial areas have been calculated, and these have been spread over the three win~ out of which the linear
developed city in the view of the plan, would come to exist. (See figure 17 b).
The conclusion must be, that in fact the plan has taken as objeCtives the estimates
13 million) .
for population numbers in 2.000 (12

assumed capacity

conclusion

a

(3)

Development Plan Surroundings Jakarta, Bappemda, 1973.

5)

This plan was made to give a conception for the development of the area around
DKI, from the view of the Province of West Java. The planning area consists of
the three Kabupatens of Bogor, Tangerang and Bekasi and is under jurisdiction cf
the provincial government of West Java. It is meant to be a starting point with
directives to develop this area by eliminating or avoiding negative tendencies.
One of the goals is to develop the towns in accordance with their character.
It is stated that the three Kabupatens have only very limited means to absorb
the impact of Jakarta :;. characterized as a centre of alterations, high services,
commerce and investments, creating migration and urbanization problems.
that Jakarta and the three Kabupatens will have many comIt is mentioned,
peting objectives. The general goal of the plan is a balanced development m
the area itself and in relation to Jakarta and the whole of We~t Java.
The plan says to be m line with a long term strategy from an agrarian to an
industrial economy.
It is still a question if the strategy, supported efficiently by urbanizing the rural
area largely into many centers of only 25.000 inh., will be successful.
The plan mterpretes the (implicit) goal of ditterentiation in environment characteristics, by means of units with their own identity and easy administration, into
the following objectives :

balanced
development

direr:tive goals

limited absorption

competing objectives
long term strategy

units own identity

v'
gree:2tlt

Surroundings "Metropolitan Jakarta" by a "greenbelt" up to 5 - 6 km from
DKI boundaries ; in which possibility for some low density towns of 20.000 inh.
IS to be considered.

protection on nature

Protection of nature and other use of the greenbelt (agricultural production
purposes, rainwater reservoirs, nver and recreation) wilt have hrst pnonty to
work out in detail plans.

l}'sten1 of towns

Developing a system of towns in the area of the three Kabupatens outside
the greenbelt surrounding DKI. (See figure 18, next page).

5)

The Indonesian title of this plan is "Rencana Pengembangan Daerah jawa Barat Sekitar DKI Jakarta~·
Still being in a preparatory stage. the plan has not yet been published.
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In both alternatives existing centres will be used as base for self-containing new
towns, in which the inhabitants also work.
In alternative I : Kota Tangerang 200.000 inh., Serpong 100.000 inh., Depok
100.000 inh., Cileungsi 100.000 inh., Kota Bekasi 200.000 inh ..
In alternative II : also Parung has 100.000 inh. (See figure 18).

gross density

As gross density 40 - 60 persons/ha has been mentioned.
Only Cileungsi and Parung are not situated at railroads.
The following targets can be derived from the explanatory note on the maps.
Industrial parks are planned :
between Jakarta - Tangerang, between Jakarta - Bekasi and between Jakarta and
Citeureup.
In this plan the irrigated sawahs, between Depok, Bogor and Citeureup are
kept as such; the same case is for most of the other agricultural grounds.
No (big) industrial sites are planned for Serpong (100.000 inh.) perhaps becauv·
it has already a good connection with Kota Tangerang by road and with Jakarta
by railway.
Later extensions of Kota Bekasi in the direction of Pondok Gede, not
from DKI boundary.

far

The growth towns in the three Kabupatens will have their own identity and
administration ; they are connected by the existing road pattern.
They will be separated from their industrial site, to avoid negative effects
upon each other.
Comment
Reconstruction of roads will be necessary, also som~ new roads will probably be
needed to serve the proposed pattern of centres.
All of them need adequate connections not only with Jakarta but also with each
other. In general it is a traffic generating plan.
water regulation
function greenbelt
deconcentration

The proposed large greenbelt area will be a fiction, if a process of kampong improvement and removement is not started soon, together with replacing new
neighbourhoods elsewhere.
However the function in the waterregulation for a bigger area, as attributed to
the greenbelt 1 demands to be taken into account anyway.
In common with the former plans this plan, to stresses the deconcentration
functions from Jakarta towards . the new settlements.
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-- 113 Since the plan considers the total area of the three Kabupatens as one city region,
and Metropolitan Jakarta is considered to be limited within the present DKI
boundaries, no capacity was calculated for a metropolitan :system that just covers
the area of Jabotabek.

B.

City

(4)

The Masterplan of jakarta 1965 - 1985, O.K. I.

Planning
6 >• 7>

This plan was legalized by the Regional Council of•DKI Jakarta, on May 3, 1967,
with provisions that, in formulating a workmg program for its implementation,
attention should be paid to proposals and recommendations put forward by each
fraction.
This council also decided ,that ,if the implementation of the Masterplan
has
to depend on expansion of the territory of DKI, this should be solved together
with the Provincial Government of West java and the Central Government.
The masterplan has undergone minor modifications, but remains essentially the
same. (See map. VIII).

start with goals

Technically the Masterplan is meant as a "City Land Use Plan". ·
In Chapter I. lntroduction,6> the report on the M_asterplan starts to formulate goals :.
These goals and commumty objectives are said to 'be the starting points of the
Masterplan.
The shape of the plan is described and motivated as follows : (page 14)

objectives

6>

The masterplan estimates a population growth of 4 % yearly until 1985, (2% natural, 2% mi~ational growth). This would result in a total population of 6,5 million
in 1985. B>
This estimation has obviously been taken as objective for the calculation of the
absorption capacity of the plan.
This capacity can be seen in table ~
The masterplan estimate~. that in 1985 45 % of the total population would belong to the labour force. The distribution of this labour force over the different
sectors of employment, as designed objective of the plan, is shown ·in. table 18.
The working areas which are planned in behalf of this employment up
are stated in table 19.

to

1985,

6)

Original title : "Rencana lnduk Jakarta I 965 - 1985". We have used the English translation
yellow publication.

7)

For comment and decrir>tion see also I'CO. Preliminary Report I B, Chapter X. "Urban growth and
the Masterplan".

8)

This "projc<·tion" is not quir~ clear since a calculation of 4 % increa.~e would. ba~ed .>n the census
number of population in I \171. result in a total population of approximately 7 ,j 11 un. in 191!5.
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emphasis public
transport

Concerning traffic and transport is notifiable the emphasis of the masterplan on
public transport, especially the train, that in 1985 50% of the transport demand
should provide. The targets, which are the consequence of this objective can be
illustrated by the following figures about the way of transport during peak hours.
as has been forecasted by the plan for 1985
railway
b u s
private, motorized
private, not motorized
t

regionalizing planning

planning region

ad min istra tive
authority
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0

t a 1

1.600.000
1.000.000
350.000
250.000

50%
32%
11%
7%

3.200.000

100%

For our sake still an important point of the masterplan is its pleading for
regionalizing of the planning.
The plan states that a planning region is not limited to its administrative borders
solely : "it is clear, that the region needed, would cover territories receiving a
direct impact, i.e. those areas, which in their daily life are dependent on Jakarta
and even use the facilities of Jakarta" . (page 49). 6 l
The plan says that, based on physical, geographical, economic, social and
psychological criteria, the planning region of Jakarta should be extended to the
River Cikarang in the East, the River Cisedane in the West and the mountain-range
in the south (between Cibinong and Bogor). Based on the consideration that
implementation of development plans would need one administrative authority, the
masterplan proposes to extend also the administrative region of Jakarta D.K.I..
And it suggests to use for this boundary the former
" Gewest Batavia en
Ommelanden ".
C o m m e n t s.

We shall give our comment following the mam points of the description of the
masterplan.

logic questionable

urcular greenbelts
~non accupied

It seems doubtful that the goal of "a harmonious balance between economic
and social life and its physical form'' will be supported by the assumption that
'' man's active movements would be satisfactory fulfilled, within a circle of 30 km
diameter" ! rhe logic of the city-development in a 15 km radius from Merdeka square
is questionable, since the historical grO\'>'th of the city and with that the whole
pattern of communication show a north-south direction and since next to Merdeka Square several other competing centres have grown in the city, which actually
give jakarta an attractive differentiaticr.
Concerning the planned greenbelts, the former masterplan of the fifties
(drafted by Kenneth Watts) has to be recalled.
Also in this plan a greenbelt was planned, along the meanwhile realised tangentroads : - tht' greenbelt has not been realised.!
It seems very difficult to prevent radial penetrations in the new greenbelt out
of the planned concentric extensions. Moreover, as we have seen on the
landuse-map, the greenbelt i~ already substantially occupied by irregular kampongs.

Table 17. capacity masterplar:. Jakarta 1985.

City area

Surface in ha.

Total Area

Area outside city

gross

nett*

gro~-

nett*

Gross

nett*

18.000

11.400

43.00(1

15.000

61.000

26.400

3,42

342

3,08

3,08

6,5

6,5

190

300

70

200

107

150

Population x min
Density perslha

Source

the masterplan of Jakarta 1975 -

* nett

area reserved for housing, excluded city facilities.

1985

Table 18. distribution of labour force in 1985 in Jakarta, according to the Masterplan
absolute

%

1.122.000

43

754.000

22

I.

transport and industry

II.

trade and banking

III.

civil service

580.000

19

IV.

service

290.000

10

V.

construction

116.000

4

VI.

other

58.000

2

0

VII. unemployed
T o t a I

Source

The Masterplan of Jakarta 1965 -

2.920.000

100

1985.

Table 19. planned areas for employment in masterplan Jakarta.
area in
ha

%of
total

labour
supply

labourers
per ha

employee, government,
commerce

2.150

4%

1.334.000

620

7.000

14%

1.122.000

160

transportation warehouse,
industry

Source : The Masterplan of jakarta 1965

1985

-

high net densities

11.000 ha flooded
area not to be
built upon before
1985

consider shift 5 .000 ha
to the towns Bekasi
and Tangerang

unbalanced spreading
industrial areas

plan not in line with .
railway system
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The general capacity of the plan, as we saw derived from a questionable
projection and resulting in a gross density of 107 persons per ha, seems at first
sight reasonable. But it has to be taken, into account that the net densities are
much higher (300 and 200 persons per ha), and that a substantial part in the
south of D.K.I. is planned to remain (or to become) agrarian.
One factor will probably reduce the capacity of the masterplan considerably, namely the problem of floods. According to the Preliminary Report of Nedeco,
mentioned in the previous chapter, it would take 15 until 20 years before the
flooded areas in the north-east and north west of D.K.I., (together almost 11.000
ha) could be made suitable for building.
It has to be mentioned, that of the total planning area of 61.000 ha, 5.000
actually are situated outside the boundary of D.K.I.. : approximately 1.000 ha,
planned for industrial estates in the kabupaten of Bekasi, 4.000 ha, mainly
planned for housing in the kabupaten Tangerang.
Since the objective of extending the city until 15 km from the centre, can be
critisized, (especially for the east and west direction), it has to be considered,
whether those 5.000 ha could not be better shifted to the towns Bekasi and
Tangerang.
The figures on the basis of which the planned employment-areas have been
calculated, are questionable, when we compare them with our estimates given
in chapter III, section 2. First of all the Labour Force Index of 45 % is unbelievably high ; (we came at 35 %). Also rather doubtful is the assumption, that
more than 40% should find work in the secondary sector, industry and construction ;
(we estimate<i 30 %)
The land-area reserved for industry is very large.
Firstly because of the overestimate of the labour force, mentioned above, but
also because, as we pointed out, only about 50% of the labour force in the
secondary sector needs industrial areas of the size as has been planned ; (although
on the other hand, the estimated density of 160 labourers per ha is rather high)
More serious yet than the over-reservation is the unbalanced spreading of the Industrial areas. The bigger part is situated in the north-east, whilst the new
residential are mainly planned on the west side.
The emphasis of the masterplan on public transport is understandable, since
no city of millions can cope with a general transport by private cars, as it is
clear in many cities abroad. But the shape of the plan does not fit the railway
so much ; the expection of the plan does not seem realistic, that 50 % of the
passengers will use the train. Probably the bus, if it gets lanes of its own on
the planned highways, will be more feasible for the internal transport.
The capacity of the train can be better reserved then for the regional transport.
The planning region, proposed by the masterplan, has much in common with
the JABOTABEK- area, although the city of Bogor is not included in this metropolitan system.
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Masterplan Bogor, Kutamadya Bogor, 1969, Bappemko.

In 1923 Kota Bogar became a Kotamadya (town municipality or "Stadsgemeente")
In 1928 Ir. Karsten was in charge of constructing a masterplan for Kota Bogar.
Before leaving Bogar he could only finish a plan for the eastern part of the
town (this planning area is 1.100 ha, of which 500 ha is to be built up).
In 1969 the Masterplan for the whole Kotamadya Bogor was submitted to the
council (DPRD). The general goal of this plan is to make Bogor "a garden-city",
attractive as dormitory for the higher income-class and as a touristic centre.
teritory 2.200 ha

txtension to east

otal capacity

arger planning area

ower income groups

The Masterplan covers the 2.200 ha of Kotamadya Bogor. On the east side of
the city 700 ha of it is rural area. The plan provides a to be built up area of
400 ha from this 700 ha. The remainder of 300 ha will be used for roads and
recreation parks. 9 >
The 1.500 ha built up area of the whole town contains at the present ±.200.000
inh. The new extension to the east according to the Masterplan is meant for
60.000 inh. (net density of the residential ±. 100 persons/ha).
As the number of persons in the existing town will be reduced by 10.000,
because of city improvements, the total capacity ~ithin the boundaries of Kotamadya Bogar is estimated at 250.000 inh. The Kotamadya is not planned to
extend its administrative boundaries. However as a operative unit it will grow
over these boundaries. In 1970 a plan was made for residential extensions east
of these boundaries ; this plan was made in cooperation with staff and students
of ITB, Bandung.

A total plan for Bogor and surroundings has still to be made , together by Kotamadya Bogar and Kabupaten Bogor. This plan should have to broaden the
goals of the present masterplan in such a way, that Bogor also provides an
inhabitancy for middle and lower income groups, although at the same time
the "green character" of Bogor has of course to be maintained.

9)

For this area a detailed plan called "Embassy Hill" has been offered by a combination of 5 private
companies. The aim of this project is obviously. providing dwellings for the higher income group.

171 -,
(6).

town growing round
railway station

Depok Plan, DTKD, 197 3.

10)

This plan projected by the Directorate for City and Regional PlanniJ)£, is r&ently
offered to the minister of Public Works.
The general objective of the Depok plan is developing a growth town along a
railroand, feasible to accomodate the overspill of Jakarta.

The function of Depok are according to the explanation of the plan

mcom~

groups

The development of Depok will be carried out along the following lines :
emphasis will be put on Depok's function for middle and lower income
groups, although the higher income groups will also be attracted as much as
possible

residents stay

the present population will not be moved but will remam a part of the new
community.

employment

Depok is not planned to become an industrial area, but small industries,
offices and government agencies will be attracted.

capacity

the town will accomodate around 100.000 inhabitants m 15 years, with a
gross density of 100 persons per ha.

existing service

the pres<;_nt place Depok will be used as starting point for ·the further development, in view of its existing services and infrastructure.
The Depok plan is the first project providing absorption-capacity for the overspill
of Jakarta. It has therefore of course to be taken into account. But we should
be aware of the still moderate capacity of this plan, considering the population growth of the metropolitan area, estimated in Chapter III, section 3.

10)

The plan is ~ublished as ,.Nota penjelasan Rencana Gari~· Besar Depok" by the Directorate fur City
and Regional Planning, with an Indonesian as wdl as an English text. The quotation is from page 2.
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liberature

Standards

for

Urban

Landuse

Officially stated staadards for city planning do not exist yet in Indonesia. But
the following literature is useful to get some impression of the space needed for
urban planning :
Neighbourhood Planning Standards in preparation by a team headed
mr. Sufaat, 11 >

by

Guidance for Neighbourhood Planning for cities m Indonesia, prepared by a
team of the Regional Housing Centre, 12>
space standards
residential area·

The standards, which we gathered from those studies are as follows
A.

Average dwelling lot 100 m2 : 20 m2 per person.

B.

Space for facilities in the neighboorhood ; per person
Kindergarten and Primary School
Shopping Centre
Clinic
Place for Worship
Public Buildings
Open space
Roads

2,70
1,45
0,20
0,25
0,30
1,90
8,00
T o

gross density

C.

a 1

t

14,80 m2

Space for district and town facilities
High School, Vocational School, etc.
Cultural and Recreational centres
Offices, Banks, Shops, Hotels, Restaurants, etc.
Hospital and Healh Centre
Public Buildings
Places for Worship
Playgrounds and Swimming Pools
Parks and Stadiums
Roads, Parking, Squares, service industry
To

industrial area

m2
m2
m2
m2
m2
m2
m2

t

a

1,10
6,50
6,50
0,50
4,00
0,30
9,00
10,00
10,00

m2
m2
m2
m2
m2
m2
m2
m2
m2

47,90 m2

So the space needed per person in urban units can be calculated at (A + B + C)
20 + 14,80 + 47,90 m2 = 82,70 m2.
The average gross density planning a town or city, based on this calculation, is
120 persons per ha.
For the planning of industrial areas outside the towns an average standard is
reasonable, comparing the different information about this, of 100 m2 per 'labourplace.
11)

Original title :

Standard Rencana Perkampungan oleh Ir. Soefaat.

12)

Original title :

Usul luas tanah yang diperlukan tiap penduduk di Daerah perkotaan, translated by
mr. E. Soeparman.
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DECONCENTRATION MODEL JABOTABEK

The purpose of this chapter is to construct a model on regional scale to be
helpful in finding alternarive developments in the area of JABOTABEK towards
an efficient metropolitan system.
The aim of the alternatives, which will be presented is limited. They only want
to give an impression of the absorption capacity of Bo-Ta-Bek.
In section 1 the results of the previous chapters will be translated in objectives
and criteria for the model.
'
In section 2 two relevant physical systems for the model will be discussed.
In section 3 the capacity of the mod~l will be presented in three alternatives

Section 1

Goal Setting of the model

We want to recall here the general goals, which we stressed concermng the

two general goals ·

expansion of Jakarta, in Chapter II.
1)

2)

a proper physical development
flexibility

Therefore we shall further limit ourselves to the physical aspects of the

deconcentration and in behalf of the demand for flexibility we will gi\·e alternatives:

Objectives
(problem derived)

deconcentration to
surroundings

reasonable. absorption
capacity

Since Jakarta is the generator of the urbanization in JABOTABEK the first
objectives have to be gathered from the analyzed aspects of Jakarta's exp:~:tsion.
1. In Chapter II, section 1. we have pointed out the disadvantages of a further
expansion of Jakarta and we concluded that next to other objectives on broader
scale, deconcentration of population and activities are needed towards the
surroundings of Jakarta.

2. In Chapter Ill, section 3. we calculated the population of JABOTABEK
(now 7 mln) based on a still moderate natural increase of 9,9 mln. in 1985
and 13,1 min. in 2.000.
Including the also moderate estimation of migration, the numbers of population
·
become 12,1 min. in 1985 and 18,3 mln. in 2.000.
Since the absorption capacity of Jakarta as we saw, even under questionable
assumptions is not more than 6,5 min. the second objective for the model
must be to plan a great absorption capacity in the surroundings within reasonable limits.
3. In Chapter II we have seen that the present overspill of Jakarta for a greater
·part consi-sts of a disordered scattering of mainly 1rregular kampungs along the
border of DKI. Although. we doubt, whether it will be possible to transform
this zone into a green~elt, at least on short term, we pointed out in Chapter IV,
sectio.n 1, that this zone also for other reasons is no: feasible· for new settlements :
price level too high and developments too close to Jakarta.

Figur~

21 a.
Gam bar

Skets of Concentric System
Sketsl dari Sistim Kon•ntris

A

<
/

'>

' v "'

Figur~

21 b.
G&mbar

·Skets of Concentric System wi1h Rectanaular Ex11tn1ions
Sketsl dlri Systlm Konsentris dengan Perlu111n Rektangular
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limit kampong growth
improvement
relocation

So our third objective· can be formulated as : to check the further growth of
the kampungs round Jakarta, limited improvement on short term, shifting of
their inhabitants to new settlements on long term.

The main objectives derived from the analysis and evaluation of the JABOTABEK(analysis derived)

area as metropolitan ')'Stem are as follows :

public transport

4. Optimal use of the existinaJ infrastructure and emphasis on public transport.

mtmmtze mobility

S. A complementary objective must be minimizing the mobility, i~ that sense
that the different functions (housift1. employment, services. recreation) should be
as much'' as· possible integrated, in the settlements. (to obtain an efficient system).

growth existing pla~es

argumenu pointed out in chapter IV, section J the existing places
should be used as far as possible as growth centres.

use existing projects

7. Because of the demands fcx effectiveness and efficiency the existing situation
should be generally taken into consider,tion and especially the existing projects,
presented in Chapter IV, section 4, have to be taken into account.

6. Because of

respect agrarian

41. Becau'Se of the general (national) objective of rural development (chapter II,
section J) a specific obj«tive few JABOTABEK has to be the maint~ance of
important agrarian areas.

9. Although lhe landscape and natural environment, because of lack of time, have
protect nature

own

id~ntities

not
been analyzed, the objeaive of optimal use of landscape and protection
of natural environment must be mentioned here.
10. To avoid uniformity in the already compact urban area of JABOT ABEK, the
last objective has to be arenJhrenina of its own identity and differentiation of
the existing and planned ~entres.
·

Criteria
Next to the objectives, dir«tive to the model, two
taken into consideration as border conditions.
limited area

engineering demands

rel~ant

criteria have to be

1. The first criterion is the boundary of the metropolitan area, based on arguments put forward in section J of Chapter Ill. The model has to calculate the
capacity inside this area.

2. The second criterion is the suitabiliry of the area for the building of settle·
ments discussed in chapter IV, section 2.

Seelion 2. A liRCar or ~GKCM~ic l)'llem
In Chapter V we found, discussing the existing concepts, roughly spoke.n
different physical systems.

,two

1. A c'"'"ntric system (B~ppemda ·pan)
2. A linar shape (DTKD plans 1965 and 1970)
i. •,.,,c

relevant systems

They appear to be the two main sysrems, which are, considering the existing
situation, relevant for JABOTABEK.

2la..

~;

Jlcatdl· of LiMu Sv••
Ske111

ari Sistim

Linar .

Jo~tpre

22 b.
Gam bar
.

.

I
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Sketch of LiMIF Sysflm with Rectan.,lar Extensions
Skebl dlri Sistim Linur dtngan Perlua-.n .Rektln.,,ar
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~
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•

~
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Therefore a choice is needed, which system or (or combination) can use as the
main shape for the model.
Concen tric

system

The physical characteristics of the Bappemda plan is the addition of a ring of
growth centres (at a reasonable distance) round Jakarta.
(See Figure 21 a : sketch of concentris )'Stem).
maximizing identities

An advantage of this system i~ the use of existing centres and the maximizmg

of their identity, (fortunately Bogor is also proposed as centre).
however important disadvantages in the system :
it -~11 generate much traffic, since it needs separate roads for. each centre
towards Jakarta and also a road connecting the centres with each other ;
the added capacity is small, only 1 '7
1,8 mln. inhabitants.
An increase of the capacity is conceivable by adding extensions rectangular
on the nodal points of of the ring, as shown in :he· sketch.
(See figure 21 b : Sketch of Concentric system with rectangular extensions)
But, in that case the added settlements will partly penetrate the "greenodt"
round Jakarta and partly lose their integration in the system.
~~re ~r.e

small capacity

a

Linear

System

The DTKD- plan 1965 consists of a linear: system, which stresses one axis, Ja.karta - Bogor. The plan of
1970 adds the two axes Jakarta -- Bekasi and
Jakarta - Tangerang. ·An abstract of the latter plan is illustrated bv the e-xt
sketch. (See figure 22 ~, : Sketch of linear system).
'

The characteristics of this system can be described as : a linearly jointed pattern
of settlements of various levels and characters along the main axes of communication and transport.
advantages

added capacity

In view of the main objectives the advantages are :
based on existing situation
maximal use of existing and projected infrastructure
use of existing centres possible
chances for differentiation of the units.
The mentioned capacity of the development plan West Java 1970 also supposes
that the added capacity of this system is great. Actually this capacity has to be
reduced for t:.'1e following reasons :
- The settlements are partly located inside the boundary of DKI -Jakarta, for
·which we have to take into .account the masterplan ;
- Some blocks are located at places which, as we knows are not suitable for
building new settlements : north of Tangerang and Bekasi and west of Bogor.
- The zone between Jakarta and Bogor needs broad greenbelts to protect the
watersupply of Jakarta.
So the added capacity round Jakarta, calculated on 5,2 million people has to
be reduced to approximately 3 millions.
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Also for this system an enlargement is conceivable by extensions rectangular on
the nodal points of the axes.
(See figure 22 b : sketch linear system added with rectangular extension)
extension enlarge
capacity in
accordance with
other objectives

Such extensions, which can actually already be found. partly in the plan 1970,
support the objective of maximizing the capacity without essentially contradicting
the other main objectives.
A further extension of the capacity is possible by adding a fourth axis, namely
Jakarta- Serpong, since this support the objective of optimal use of existing
infrastructure : the railway.
We will use this extended linear system as
guidance
for the model.

Section 3 :

The alternative capacities of Jabotabek

The calculated capacities for new settlements in Bo-Ta-Bek are shown on three
maps with a minimum, a medium and a maximum alternative.
As base for the alternatives is used a combined map with relevant data resulting
from previous chapters. (See map nr. 9).
Map nr. 10 shows a minimum capacity alternative (in one phase)
Map nr. 11 shows a medium capacity alternative (in two phases)
Map nr. 12 shows a maximum capacity alternative (in three phases)

space to be claimed

It has to be mentioned that ~he space needed for settlements in the three alternatives have been drawn on the maps to scale. So they give a realistic impression of the space they claim. l)
We will describe the capacity for the different parts of which JABOTABEV consists.
In this description a more concrete application will be given of th,
objectives and criteria put forward in section 1.

J

a k a r

t

a.

The capacity of Jakarta is according to the masterplan 6,5 million people. This
plan is, as far as it is limited to the boundaries of Jakarta DKI, an approved
plan and has to be taken as a datum.
Nevertheless we recall the questionable capacity with regard to the flooded arc' '
in the north-east and north-west of the plan. It may however be possible to find
compensation for this in the rural areas in the south and in the area of Kemayoran
airport, which as we have seen will in the future become available for new purposes.
Based on the arguments explained in the discussion of the masterplan, we suggest
in our model to reduce the masterplan with the extensions of totally 5.000 ha
outside the boundaries of Jakarta DKI at the west and the east side.
1).

The built·up areas of the new settlements are indicated on the maps in red colour.
The not to be built zones along the river beds (indicated by the smallest blue dots)
are meant to be developed into structural greenbelts, to achieve several objectives at
the same time. Some of them are connected to greenbelts of the Masterplan for DKI.
(Since this plan within DKI boundaries was taken as data, it is also indicated in blue
colours).
The industrial sites, which the province of West Java wants to give first priority, are
indicated in blue chess-board pattern, separated from the settlements.
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Supposing that the gross density of these areas is comparable with the overall dnesity
of the plan ( 107 persons per ha), the remaining capacity of the plan is 6 mln.
Again we mention, that we will base our model fo Bo-Ta-Bek on the assumption, that th'e zone bordering Jakarta DKI will not grow further and that it wilT
in a longer term become an open space round the built-up area of the masterplan.
South- wing : BOgor- area
Table 20. Added capacity of new settlements in the south-wing of BQ-Ta-Bek.
Added

gro?.:ing centres
alongside veins

hree belts

ast - west roads ·

railroad proposed

population

Minimum

Medium (phase II)

Maximum (phase III)

Bogor City

300.000

+ 200.000

+ 100.000

Depok

100.000

+

150.000

Parung

200.000

+

80.000

+ 260.000

Semplak

40.000

+

80.000

+ 260.000

Cibinong

80.000

+

30.000

The main lines of the ex1stmg and projected infrastructure are north-south.
In the minimum alternative
present centres along these lines are planned to
develop as growth-towns with emphasis on their own identity. The Depok-plan
is incorporated in this minimum alternative.
In the medium and maximum alternatives they could be developed as three belts
rectangular on the nort-south axis with open, green spaces in between.
Since information by the Bappemko dismisses extension in other directionc a development only at the east side of Bogor is provided.
The second belt consists of Cibinong- Semplak, connected with existing roads
and the railway. An extension in eastern direction is impossible because of high
densely populated kampungs and industrial areas on that side.
The third belt could grow out of the extensions of Parung and Depok. Here
too, the high prices of land prevent an extension in eastern direction.
Since in the model the existing road Jakarta- Parung- Bogor is of great Imp.xtance, an enlargement of its capacity (already projected) is desirable.
Next to the east-west roads proposed in the Depok-plan, in the medium arj'"
maximum alternative east-west roads are necessary to connect Parung and Semplak with the Jagorawi highway.
In the maximum alternative a railroad Serpong- Parung towards the railroad Jakarta - Bogor is proposed.
West- wing

TAngerang- area

Table 21 : Added capacity of new settlements in the west-wing of Bo-TA-Bek.
Added

population

Minimum

Medium (phase II)

Tangerang City

225.000

+

150.000

+ 225.000

Serpong

150.000

+

150.000

+

150.000

Ciputat

110.000

+

150.000
110.000

+

150.000

Ciledug

Maximum (phase Ill)
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two branches

river zone

new roads
connect railroads

In the west wing of JABOTABEK two mam lines should be used for the development of new settlements :
Jakarta- Tangerang and Jakarta- Serpong. Selecting the line Jakarta- Serpong,
has been taken into consideration the existing railroad, but also the circumstance
that extensions north of Tangerang are not desirable because of the agrar1an value of this area and its technical problems for building (which were not taken
into account in the DTKD- plan 1970): So the main shape of this wing is one
line Jakarta- Batu Ceper- Tangerang and one line Jakarta- Ciputat (with in
the medium alternative Ciledug) - Serpong.
In the maximum alternative those two lines could be connected by extension of
Tangerang and Serpong rectangular on these axes. It has to be mentioned that
especially in this wing the irregular kampungs bordering Jakarta are critical.
The river Cisedane needs a rather broad unbuilt zone, which can be integrated in an
attractive way in the new settlements.
Important conditions for the proposed new settlements are (already in the mmimum alternative) the realization of the projected road jakarta- Tangerang and
of a new road Serpong- Ciledug- jakarta.
In the medium alternative a connection of the railroads jakarta- Tangeran~ and
jakarta- Serpong has been st~ggested.
East- wing
Table 22

B E K a s i - a r e a.

Added capacity in new settlements of the east- wing of Bo-Ta-BEK.
Added
Minimum

Medium (phase II)

175.000
125.000

+ 125.000
+ 100.000

+ 110.000

Tam bun

75.000

+ 110.000

+

75.000

Cibitung

60.000

+

+

75.000

Bekasi City
Pondok Gede

II'owth - town

new roads

population

75.000

Maximum (pha

III)

More than in the DTKD- plan 1970, in the model the development of new settlements
along the main axes, has been stressed, with Bekasi, Tambun and Cibitung as growthtowns. But, because in this wing too, the northern area has to be reserved for rice production and because this area is partly not suitable for building new settlements, the
development has been focused on the area south of the mentioned places.
Next to those, an enlargement of Pondok Gede has been proposed.
In the maximum alternative the extensions of Bekasi and Pondok Gede could
grow to each other.
The extensions need at any rate the projected road Jakarta- Bekasi. Next to
this road a new road connecting Pondok Gede with Jakarta is necessary.
Remaining capacity Bo-Ta-Bek.
To calculate the total capacity of JABOTABEK we must also reckon the population of Bo-Ta-Bek outside the new settlements.
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This population can be estimated only very roughly. As we have seen before
(Chapter II, section 2) the existing population in the three wings can be estimated m round figures as follows :

existing population

remaining capacity

development
other centres

Bo
Ta
Bek

0,65 mln.

Bo-Ta-Bek

2,4 mln.

1,3 mln.
0,45 mln.

Since we planned added capacity in new settlements, we will consider this population number as the remaining capacitv outside the new settlements, also for
the future.
We are aware of the fact that this is a rather questionable assumption. Actually
we switch off two factors : 1e on the one hand a part of this population will
become incorporated in the new settlements. 2e on the other hand this population will also keep on growing in the future.
Since both factors (at least partly) neutralize each other and since our aim is
only a rough calculation of this capacity, we consider this assumption acceptable.
The process of urbanization resulting in the planned new settlements, will also
get its influences on the developments in the remainder of the metropolitan area.
There too, economic and social transition will take place and demands for services will increase.
Therefore it is desirable that next to the growth centres the other small centres
investigated in chapter IV, section 3 will get chances for development. For that
reason they have been indicated on the maps as tertiary centres, operating as
such in their sub-region.
Total capacity JABOTABEK

three alternative

The total capacity of the metropolitan area can now be summarized for the
three alternatives.
Together they offer at least 2 > three real choices : the minimum capacity alternative with the most physical quality (for relatively rather low cost per inh.) 3 >
but with the least quantitative capacity ; the maximum capacity alternative with
the most capacity and physically still conceivable, (if higher cost per inhabitant
will be allowed); and the medium capacity alternative with a moderate capacity
and a resonable quality, provided that sufficient means can be made available.

2) More choice possibilities can be obtained, by constructing physical combinations out of the indicated
areas for added capacity by new settlements, after more detailed study.
·
3) The more population capacity will be allowed in the metropolitan system as a whole, the higher
public and private costs (both for inyestments and operations) per inhabitant will be needed to obtain
a reasonable quality.
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The total capacity of JABOTABEK.

Population
existifll
X 1.000.000
JAKARTA

years to
implement minimum

vanataons in
medium and
maximum

smaller households·
may reduce
capacities

population

+minimum

+ mediuin

+maximum

6.000.000

6.000.000

6.000.000

Bo

1,3

2.020.000

2.S60.000

Ta
Bck

0,6S

1.69S.OOO

3.120.000
2.220.000

0,4S

.1.13S.OOO
88S.OOO

1.2~S.OOQ..

1.SSS.OOO

Bo-Ta-Bck

2,40

'
4.040.000

s.sso.ooo

6.89S.OOO

7,0

10.040.000

·ll.SSO.OOO

12.89S.OOO

·JABOTABEK

~ny

4,6

.Added

The alternatives could also be considered as stages of time. (phase I, II, III on the maps).
Actually the. preparation and implementation of the minimum alternative, consisting of several "Depok-plans", demand already 111any years. That means that
extensions as indicated in the medium and maximum alternatives would only become realistic after 1985 anyway.
While the minimum alternative should be considered as an urgent first step within
the metropolitan area to cope with the overspill of jakarta in a short term,
variations for ~e medium and maximum alternatives ·will still be conceivable, more
emphasis could e.g. be put on the growth of the main towns of Bogor, Bekasi
and Tangerang and the growth of the other centres could be reduced.
It has to be mentioned that · the used standard of 120 persons per ha is based on
an average of S persons per household.
This. appears to be a reasonable assumption for the first stage.
In Chapter III, section 2, however we _reckoned with a poss~ble decrease of the
number of persons per household up to 4 in 2.000. This will probably cause
a reduction of the capacities in the medium and maximum alternatives, unless
new types of dwellings, feasible for higher densities, would come out instead of
the detached houses, ·which are normal now.

Employment.
vuied self-contained
settlements

It has to be emphasized that the planned settlements should also provide (inside
their indicated size) the greater part of employment in the secondary and tertiary sector. The va~ety
of the settlement as well as the minimization of mob~ity • between the settlements demand this integration of employment in the
settlement.

• To cope with the demand for efficiency in the mettopolitan system.

141
start employment

public transport

separated
industrial sites

Therefore the start of new settlements should have to be suppo_rted by the
establishment of employment there. Neverthdess it has to be reckoned \' ith a considerable number of corr.muters working in Jakarta. This will need a good system of public transport by train and by bus.
Therefore new rights of way (at least for new railway tracings) has to be reserved
on time.
In Chapter III. section 3 it has heen suggested that only a small part of the labour
force (approximately 50% of the secondary sector labourers will work in industries
with hndrance) needs large industrial areas separate..: from the housing areas.
Since, as it can seen in chapter IV in the section that deals with existing projects, several industrial areas are already projected, we do not proposed new ones.
Based on the way of calculations used in section 3 of Chapter III and the suggested standard of 100 industrial labour places per ha, the demand for industrial
space can be estimated at 4 a 5.000 ha in the minimum alternative and 8
9.000 ha in the maximum alternative. In the metroprlitan area is projected 13.000
ha ; in the masterplan of Jakarta 7.000 ha (of which however probably 2.000
ha is meant to be reserved for transportation), in Bo-Ta-Bek 4.000 ha with
first priority and 2.000 ha with second priority.
Comparing with our calculations there is a substantial overreservation of industrial
areas.
More serious, however, is the unbalanced spreading of those industrial sites.
The greater part is located in the north-east of the metropolitan area, whilst in
the north-west there exists an obvious shortage. So an application of the presented model will force a transfer of industrial areas.

a

over reseiVation

'l'ansfer
Gcdustrial sites

Chapter VII
Recommendations
For the Plannil)g.'Policy
In jabotabek
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base for discussion
with starting-points

confrontation and
recommendations
concrete targets
and instruments

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE PLANNING POLICY IN
JABOTABEK

At the begining of this last chapter first of all the limit;lti~ns of this report, set
forth in the Introduction, have to be recalled.
·
The very aim of the report is to present a realistic base for further discussions
by the concerned authorities in JABOTABEK, in charge of planning policy.
This chapter wants to offer concrete starting-points for these discussions.
We will firstly confront the absorption capacity of JABOTABEK, laid down in
the alt~rnatives of the Deconcentration Model of Chapter V with the estimated
population growth, given in Chapter 111. This confrontation results in recommendations for the general policy.
After, that, the main objectives, which underlie the Deconcentration Model, will
be translated in concrete targets and the main instruments needed for the application qf the model will be given.

Confrontation absorption capacity with population growth
The confrontation shows in round figures the following picture.
Calculated capacity and estimated population growth of JABOTABEK m numbers
of inhabitants (x 1.000.000)
jakarta

Bo-Ta-Bek

JABOTABEK

= existing capacity

4,6

2,4

7,0

CAPACITY FOR POPULATION
Minimum
Medium
Maximum

6,0
6,0
6,0

4,0
5,5
7,0

10,0
11,5
13,0

ESTIMATED POPULATION
Based on natural growth : 1985
2000

6,5
8,5

3,4
4,6

9,9
13,1

1985
2000

8,0
12,0

4,1
6,3

12,1
18,3

Population' 71

Plus migration

This confrontation demonstrates :
1e Jakarta will even not be able to absorb its natural j!rowth until 1985, (unless
the capacity of the masterplan inside D.K.I. could be enlarged).
2e The surroundings of jakarta, Bo-Ta-Bek, can absorb their natural growth and
have still the following remammg ~apacity to absorb the overspill of jakarta.
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Capacity Bo-Ta-Bek minus population based on natural growth
~

1985 mmtmum
2000 medium
maximum

Total Capacity

Population baser{ on
natural growth

4.000.000

3.400.000

\

Remaining
Capacity~

600.()00

~

900.000
2.400.000

4.600.000
4.600.000

5.500.000
7.000.000

If the estimated migration is added to the population based on .patural growth
this, resul~s in the follo~i~g shortages of absorption capacity in 1 the metropoliI
I
'
tan area JABOTABEK :
Shortages "'of capacity in three altern~tives for JABOTABEK ( x 1{000.000)
------------

1985
2000

choice by
policy-makers
mitigate expansion

~-·-

- --- --

Minimum cap. alt.

Medium cap. alt.

Maximum cap.alt.

2,1
8,3

6,8

5,3

It is the task ·of the policy-makers to make a choice out of the presented alternatives .(or a combination of them), of which the conditions have been pointed out in the· previous chapter. These figures, however, make it very clear, that
anyhow a policy is urgent, aimed at a mitigation of the expansion of
JABOTABEK.
- In Chapter 11, section 3 we have set forth the general objectives, needed for
such a policy. Here we want to mention some concrete targets, supportiny two
of those objectives
transmigration

replace ferry harbour

road south-coast

The effect of transmigration for jakarta can strongly be supported by replacement
of the railway ferry-harbour of Sumatera from Panjang to Sumbur, since shortening of the distance between java and Sumatera will stimulate the migration to
Sumatera. 1 1
The internal transmigration to the southcoast will be stimulated by building a
new road along this coast in West java. 2 >
decentralization. 3 >

national functions
to other cities

- Social and economic strengthening of other c1t1es m java by decentralization
of functions from jakarta to those cities, e.g. governmental departments to Bandung and Yogya, transition of seaimport to Surabaya.
1) "'Ontwikkelingsplan West Java"', part 11, page 36
2) "'Ontwikkelingsplan West Java"', part 11, page 34; proposed by KAMSAX; P.U West Java is prepadng an
Implementation plan.
3) ~ppenas is preparing a study on regionalization that could underlie this policy;
Bappemda is preparing proposals for this policy in the province of West Java.
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subsidize new
labour-intensive
industries in towns

- Development of smaller Cltles and towns, like Cirebon, Tasikmalaya, Serang,
and Purwakarta etc. Since industrialization is having a keyposition in this development, an important instrument will be subsidizing industrial initiatives with a
high labour-rate, and/or subsidizing industrial areas in these places.
Deconcentration- policy.

decentralize
migration control

deconcentrate
investments

examples

111gent targets

The expansion of Jakarta cannot be stopped at once. But, as we have seen, the
absorption-capacity of Jakarta is only small. Therefore "- : de:concentration-policy is
needed from Jakarta towards the surrounding area ; supported by a centralised
control of the migration-stop. 4 >
This deconcentration-policy cannot be limited to deconcentrations of population
only, but also investplents on behalf of employment and private and public services have to be deconcentrated, because otherwise the fly-wheel-working of J akarta will keep on and will cause further expansion or excessive traffic-streams.
Some initiatives for this deconcentration of activities have already been taken,
like the building of . ~'Pentagon", the building of a cement factory near Cibinong.
But, in this context, it has also to be thought of the building of hotels outside
Jakarta, removing of government offices e.g. to Bogor.., etc.
Based on the model it can already be stated at this stage, that, on behalf of the
deconcentration policy, the followiPg targets in Bo-Ta-Bek are urgent, since they
are basic conditions for the realization of the minimum alternative.
projetcs
construction of the J agorawi Highway
doubling of the road Jakarta - Parung - Bogor
construction of new roads : Jakarta- Tangerang and Jakarta Bekasi.
preparation and implementation of the new east-west roads :
Parung - J agorawi, Semplak - Cibinong - J agorawi
upgrading of existing roads : Depok- Cimanggis, Depok- Jakarta
preparation and implementation of a new road : Serpong- Ciledug- Jakarta
upgrading existing road Serpong - Tangerang
upgrading railroads :
Jakarta - Bogor (electrification for higher safety, frequency, speed comfort)
Jakarta- Tangerang (transport of both persons and goods)
implementation of an industrial estate near Cibinong
plans
a. working program for masterplans for :
Bogor, Parung, Cibinong, Semplak (to be coordinated)
(to be coordinated)
Tangerang, Serpong, Ciputat
(to be coordinated).
Cibinong
Bekasi, Pondok Gede, Tambun,
4).

A centralisation e.g. per Walikota instead of the present control by the lurah.
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.plans for
Depok.; extensions of Bogor ; first phase of ·new settlements 'near. Parung and
·Cibinong, Semplak

·b..

·- extension of Tangerang; first phase of new settlem<;nts near .Serporig ·and Cip,utat
- . extension of Bekasi; first phase of new settlemeins near -'Pondok Gede, Tambun and Cibitung.
spreading of industrial areas; system of publie (rail and
c. ·regional plan :
bus) and. private transport; recreation areas; water control systeiTls (including
·flood control, sewage and watersupply).
research
We emphasized the need of further discussion of the deconcentration model. To
guide this discussion, we want to ·· recall the critical aspects of the objectives
~nd criteria, which need further rese.arch .
.-

feed back

· The data on which this boundary has been based, are still very insufficient.
Besides, we have used the rather artificial boundaries of the kecamatans. Therefore an evaluation of the assumed boundaries is needed, to provide feedback for
_further planning work.
-

improve and check

prevent agglomerating of settlements

the boundary of the metropolitan area

existing irregular kampongs

re~rvation

agricultural
forecasting

.

Like in the masterplan of jakarta and in the Bappemda Plan. we have supposed
that the ·ir,regulir kampongs bordering jakarta will disappear in the t:_uture. This
means; that ip a short term they still have to be improved, but that:' at the same
time their growth should be stopped. On a longer term (between 1985 and 2000)
it is expected,, thilt their inhabitants will move to newly planned settlements, for
which preliminary proposals are indicated in the capacity alternatives.
The very que~tion is, whether this is a realistic objective.
will gradu~ly be rehabiliAnother alternative could be, that those kampongs
ated and upgraded towards new settlements. In that cas~ the ·newly planned setdements in eat:h capacity alternative will h~ve to be reduced substantially, because
otherwise theSe new settlements will agglomerate with the upgraded kamp(')ngs
and the. built up area of jakartt,. which must of course be prevented. · ·
of

ri~efield.s

In our d~concentnit!on-mo~el the agrarian areas north of Bekasi and north of Tangerang. are p,erma~Jently reserved for riceprod':lction.
The consequence is, that an in itself more alternative linear development o~ new
settlements on· bqth ~ides of 'the roads and railways Jakarta, Bekasi and ja\arta -·
.'
.
.
Tangerang ~as been left. .~ ·
1
1985 the need ~f ne'w ·Settleafter
{t" will· have to, be d!scu~se'd whether possibly
~
.
' .... '
·.,
r
'
,
. ..
men~s wilt· exceed~ the need ot. oce, (or other crops) If so1 then .th.e l!bsb'rP,tion"'
·
c~pacl~·oC~h.e, Wf!St.- :~;n~ .eas-t-~ing can be enlarged.··
I

-.

\
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-

identify
"aquifer zone"

The inform~tion ·about the suitabilities for building within our pl:lnning area was
rather limited.
An. important .question is in how far the, s~ called "aquifer zone'' between Bogor and JaK.art~ prevents building. Actually this zon.e has still t-o be identified.
The result o'f more research on this might reduce the alternative capacities of
this area. . ' '
-

research on measures
urgrading rail + bus

d ~cide on small
Ctntres

.~,ents

growthtowns instead of new towns

Because of considerations pointed out in chapter IV in the section concerning
the pattern of centres, we have given preference to the development of existing
cttpitals of kecamatans, particularly in the first stage, above the building of new
tdwns.
It is possiDle that t~is choice gives problems in obtaining the needed land
around thos~ places.
Decisions hav;e to be taken with regard to the development of small centres, which
are not planned ·to be growthtowns.
-

.spreading invest-

emphasis . on public transport

Tbe. deconcentration-model stresses on the use of public transport, since a full
private m9,torization should be avoided anyway. It has got to be evaluated if thi.s
is. a realistic proposition. The other question is, what kind of public transport
wili have the best chances, the train or the bus, and in what proportion they
should be aimed for. Research is needed on what measures are necessary to strength~n the public transport,like sc:par~te buslanes on main lines, and feeder bus
lines to upgraded railway stations.
-

1:: 1d acquirement

suitability for building

minimizing mobility

One of the most important objectives of the deconcentration-model has been
minimizing mobility. That means, that the new settlements in many respects
have to become self-supporting: own services, employment, recreation. As an
advantage ,of this it has also been considered, that in that ·case they will not
become mono7furictional dormitories, but that they will develop into ·centres with
'a more varied atmosphere, with better chances for their i~ab~tantS::
The· con~equence of this objective is a spreading of investments .
An al~ernative could be : concentration of the investments for employment and
~ervices etc. in a few centres, like Bogor, Tangerang, Bekasi, with the
acce•.-·tante-, that the others will become dormitory-towns wi~ rather low level of
services, (and as a . co:qsequence more interlocal traffic and probably less chances
for development of their inhabitants). ·

-153Administrative '·instrumentation
When 'the presented deconcentration-model in broad lines would be acceptable; the
· following· instruments to implement a (combined) choice out of the ~~ernatives
based on the model, have to be considered :
•

use regulations

'

I

•

- protection 0f the strategic areas, especially the areas needed for the new settlements and projects in the minimum alternative, by using the "B\liiding :.By Law" and the "Nuisance regulations'' (see Chapter I, section 4),.with regar<~. to
building-activities and land-speculation.
.
- active land -policy by using the expropriation of titles based on the'1Basic.
Agrarian Law" (see Chapter I, section 4}, with regard to needed building areas.

housing coope
rations
legalize masterplans
- regional plan

- a. policy of "sites .and services", as pointed out in the PCD preliminary-reports,
· for the start of new settlements and support of this policy by development of '
local housing-cooperatiuns .
.:.... after coming into force of the new laws for cityplanning and regional planning (see Chapter I, section 4), legalizing of the masterplans mentioned above
and transformation of the deconcentration-model into a regional plan.
For the administrative organisation of the planning and implementation m the
metropolitan area we ·nlr\'e seen in Chapter V three alternatives :
1. An extension of the administrative boundaries of Jakarta D.K.I., as proposed
in the masterplan of Jakarta, 1965'- 1985.

2. A new metropolitan authority consisting of all the concerned authorities and
headed by the national government, meanst in· the metropolitan plan 1965 of
DTKD. 5).

3. An administrative coordination of the local authorities and planning agencies
under guidance of .Jakarta D.K.I., suggested in the "Ontwikkelingsplan West Java 1970".
It is not within the scope of this report to find out which of these alternatives
actually an administrative or only an "operative" extension of Jakarta- would be
preferable.
We hope however, that our report has made it clear, that a decision on this issue
is most urgent.

•••

5).
A possible variant to this second altetnative for the administrative organisation could be :
emphasis on such a: cooperation between the three Kabupatens, with Kotamadya Bogor, surrounding
,Jakarta, that this region will be operative as one unit for planning and implementation, to be a
sufficient counterpart to DKI Jakarta in developing a balanced process in the concerned area,' to
be initiated by the central government.

Appendix : I a.

TRAINING
Date

8.30

PROGRAM- PHASE

11.15

I

11.30 - 14.15

MONDAY
12-2-1973

Opening
1e training
Ir. Salmon Kodijat

Technical factor to be considered in planning

TUESDAY
13- 2- 1973

Existing Plan
Ir. Hendropranoto 1
Ir. Delver

Socio-geograpical aspect in
planning
Drs. Giebels I :r>rs. Sardjono

WEDNESDAY
14- 2- 1973

System of Financing in Problem of shortage in
fasility and infrastructure
Land development.
Ir.Delverllr.Puspo Harsono Drs. Giebelsllr. Indra Samiarsa

THURSDAY
15 - 2- 1973

Planning Aspects
Drs. Giebels

FRIDAY
16-2- 1973

Planning Standards
Mr .Soeparmanllr.Delver

SATURDAY
17-2-1973

Explanation of Exercises
Mr .Soeparman/lr .Delver
Ir.HendropranotoiDrs.Giebels

17.00 - 19.00

Discussion
Drs. Sardjono
lr. Indra Samiarsa
Discussion
Drs. Giebels
Ir. Indra Samiarsa

The Plan of Jakarta
Ir. Rais

OONSULTATION' OF niE EXEROSE - WORK BY THE EXPRRTS
Date
8 March 1973

Place to be visited
' Kabupaten Tanggerang
Kabupaten Bekasi

Team Expert I Instructure
Ir. Delver
Drs. Giebels
Ir. Chris Rozestraten
Ir. Indra Samiarsa

10 March 197 3

Kabupaten Bogor
Kotamadya Bogor

lr. Delver
Drs. Giebels
Ir. Chris Rozestraten
Ir. Soedadi
Ir. Sjarif Nurdjaman

12 March 197 3

Kabupaten Karawang

lr. Chris Rozestraten
Drs. Sardjono
E. Soeparman

Appendix : I b.

TRAINING

D a t e

PROGRAM- PHASE

10.00 - 11.00

08.30 - 10.00

MONDAY
19- 3 - 1973

Opening of the
2e Training

TUESDAY
20- 3 - 1973

Explanation of
West Java Development Plan of
West Java by
Ir. Suhud.

Discussion

WEDNESDAY
21 - 3 - 1973

Explanation Exercise work of Kabupaten Tangerang

Discussion

THURSDAY
22- 3 - 1973

Explanation Exercise work of Kabupaten Bekasi

Discussion

17.00 - 19.00
Gedung Pola

II

11.30- 13.00

13.00 - 14.00
I

Explanation Exercise work Kotamadya Bogor

Planning
Methodology
by Rozestraten

Explanation Exercise work of Kabupaten Bogor

Discussion

Explanation Exercise work of Kabupaten Karawang

Visit a Development plan Exposition at the

FRIDAY
23 - 3 - 1973

Visit the operation Room of D.K.I. Jakarta, and
explanation of Masterplan D.K.I. Jakarta

SATURDAY
24- 3- 1973

Discussion and conclusion and explanation of questionaires.

SATURDAY
31 - 3 - 1973

Closing Ceremony and presenting certificate

Discussion

Appendix : I c.

NAME

NAME

Ns.

OF

PARTICIPAN TS

0 F. F I C E

1.

E.A. Wilden

Kotamadya (municipality) of Bogor

2.

Djamhari

Kotamadya (Municipality) of Bogor

3.

Sudibjo Achmadi S.H.

Kabupaten (Regency) of Bogor

4.

Moh. Hajin BAE

Kabupaten (Regency) of Bogor

5.

Suwitno

Kabupaten (Regency) of Karawang

6.

Chaer

7.

Ir. Warsito

Kabupaten (Regency) of Bekasi

8.

Drs. Sutarjo

Kabupaten (Regency) of Bekasi

9.

Drs. Subagjo Amidarmo

Kabupaten (Regency) of Tangerang

S.H.

En an

Kabupaten (Regency) of Karawang

Kabupaten (Regency) of Tangerang

10.

lr.

11.

R. Nana Djajasumpena

Propinsi: (Province) of J awa Barat

12.

Huripto Supardi

Propinsi (Province) of J awa Barat

13.

Drs. B. Simandjuntak S.H.

Propinsi (Province) of Jawa Barat

14.

Drs. Nurhasjim

Special Municipal Area of jakarta

15.

Drs. So f wan

Kabupatlen (Regency) of Cirebon

16.

Drs. Achmad Bazzi

Kotamadya (Municipality) of Cirebon

17.

Sujud Suwandi BAE

Kotamadya (Municipality) of Cirebon

18.

Ibrahim

Kabupaten (Regency) of Bogor

19 ..

lr. Rumawan

Kotamadya (Municipality) of Bogor

Appendix II

Calculations of the rank - size of the capitals of kecamatans in Jabotabek.
Rate for
' Commercial
populati
function.
on more
than
non daiDaily
sooo.
market ly market

1.

Depok

2.

3.

Education
functions
Junior Senior
h"!Zh
h"gh

~Iiool ~hool

Adminis
Health facilitie
tration
Hospi Health Post Police
tal
center office station

10

5

10

0

0

10

10

5
5

10

10

10

197

10

0

80

10

0

10

0

95
63

10

0

60

10

5

10

0

61

10

5

0

10

45

10

0

so

10

0

57

10

5

5

10

Citeureup

so

0

5

C i aw i

35

0

5
5
5
5
5

5
5
5

0

0

5

0

5

0

0

5
5
5

0

Cimanggis

33

0

5.

Cileungsi

30
26

0

6.

Ciampea

7.

Cijeruk

0

15
15
12

10

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

5
5
5
5

0

0

Total
rate.

5
5
5
5
5

117

4.

Transportation function
Bus Railway
lines

0

10.

Sawangan

7

0

11.

Gn. Putri

6

0

5
5

0

12.

Parung

2

0

5

5

0

0

5

0

5
5
5
5
5

10

10

10

5

0

5

10

0

5

0

0

40

0

5

0

5
5

10

0

10

10

168

8.

Kd. Halang

9.

Semplak

0

0

5

0

10

10

5

10

0

0

5

0

0

0

5

0

0

0

27

10

0

10

0

31
32

10

0

47

13.

Ciomas

2

14.

Cibinong

0

0

5

123
85

10

0

5
5
5

0

0

0

10

0

5

0

5

10

10

115

0

0

5

0

0

0

75

0

0

5

0

0

0

46

0

0

5

0

5
5
5

10

0

15.

Tambun

16.

Cibitung

0

17.

Pd. Gede

so

10

0

18.

S e

26

0

5
5
5

19.

Bebelan

20

10

5
5

20.

Batu Ceper

0

5

0

0

0

5

0

5

10

0

55
78

0

5

5

0

10

5

0

5

10

0

92

0

5

5

0

0

5

0

5

10

0

70

0

0

5

0

5

0

0

49

0

0

5

0

5

10

10

62

0

0

5

0

5

10

0

31

0

0

5

0

5

10

0

59

t

u

21.

Curug

53
52

22.

Ciputat

40

23.

Sudimoro

24.

Serpong

25.

Sepatan

26.

Kp. Melayu

29
12

0

5

0

5

1

0

5

29

0

5

5
5
5
5

Rate of the Function :
Daily Market

10

Post Office

10

5

Police Station

1 junior High School

5

Bus Lines

10

Senior High School

10

Railway

10

Hospital

10

10

Health Centre

5

Every 1000 Inhabitant
more

1

Non Daily Market

5
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